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RÉSUMÉ
L’objectif de cette thèse est d’interpréter la dégradation des aspérités des joints rocheux sous
différentes conditions de chargement. Pour cela, la variation des aspérités durant les différentes étapes
du cisaillement d’un joint rocheux est observée. Selon le concept appelé “tiny windows”, une nouvelle
méthodologie de caractérisation des épontes des joints a été développée. La méthodologie est basée sur
les coordonnées tridimensionnelles de la surface des joints et elles sont mesurées après chaque essai.
Après la reconstruction du modèle géométrique de la surface du joint, les zones en contact sont
identifiées à travers la comparaison des hauteurs des “tiny windows” superposées. Ainsi, la distribution
des zones de la surface en contact, endommagées et sans contact ont été identifiées. La méthode
d’analyse d’image a été utilisée pour vérifier les résultats de la méthodologie proposée. Les résultats
indiquent que cette méthode est appropriée pour déterminer la taille et la distribution des surfaces du
joint en contact et endommagées à différentes étapes du cisaillement.
Un ensemble de 38 répliques ont été préparées en coulant du mortier sans retrait sur une surface de
fracture obtenue à partir d’un bloc de granite. Différentes conditions de chargement, incluant des
chargements statiques et cycliques ont été appliquées afin d’étudier la dégradation des aspérités à
différentes étapes du procédé de cisaillement. Les propriétés géométriques des “tiny windows” en
contact en phase pré-pic, pic, post-pic et résiduelle ont été analysées en fonction de leurs angles et de
leurs auteurs. Il a été remarqué que les facettes des aspérités faisant face à la direction de cisaillement
jouent un rôle majeur dans le cisaillement. Aussi, il a été observé que les aspérités présentent
différentes contributions dans le cisaillement. Les aspérités les plus aigües (“tiny windows” les plus
inclinées) sont abîmées et les aspérités les plus plates glissent les unes sur les autres. Les aspérités
d’angles intermédiaires sont définies comme “angle seuil endommagé” et “angle seuil en contact”.
En augmentant la charge normale, les angles seuils diminuent d’une part et, d’autre part, le nombre de
zones endommagées et en contact augmentent. Pour un petit nombre de cycles (avec faible amplitude
et fréquence), indépendamment de l’amplitude, une contraction apparaît ; par conséquent, la surface en
contact et les paramètres de résistance au cisaillement augmentent légèrement. Pour un grand nombre
de cycles, la dégradation est observée à l’échelle des aspérités de second ordre, d’où une baisse des
paramètres de résistance au cisaillement. Il a été aussi observée que les “tiny windows” avec différentes
inclinaisons contribuent au processus de cisaillement, en plus des “tiny windows” les plus inclinées
(aspérités plus aigües). Les résultats de la méthode proposée montrent que la différenciation entre les
zones en contact et celles endommagées s’avère utile pour une meilleure compréhension du mécanisme
de cisaillement des joints rocheux.
Mots-Clés: Joint rocheux; Mécanisme de cisaillement; Aspérités; Rugosité; Aire de contact; Aire
endommagée; Petite fenêtre; Chargement cyclique; Chargement statique.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of the current research is to interpret the asperity degradation of rock joints under
different loading conditions. For this aim, the changes of asperities during different stages of shearing
in the three-dimensional joint surface are tracked. According to a concept named ‘tiny window’, a new
methodology for the characterization of the joint surfaces was developed. The methodology is based on
the three-dimensional coordinates of the joints surface that are captured before and after each test.
After the reconstruction of geometric models of joint surface, in-contact areas were identified
according to the height comparison of the face to face tiny windows. Therefore, the distribution and
size of just in-contact areas, in-contact damaged areas and not in-contact areas are identified. Image
analysis method was used to verify the results of the proposed method. The results indicated that the
proposed method is suitable for determining the size and distribution of the contact and damaged areas
at any shearing stage.
A total of 38 replicas were prepared by pouring non-shrinking cement mortar on a fresh joint surface of
a split granite block. Various loading conditions include monotonic and cyclic loading were applied to
study the asperities degradation at different stages of shearing. The geometric properties of the incontact tiny windows in the pre-peak, peak, post-peak softening and residual shearing stages were
investigated based on their angle and height. It was found that those asperities facing the shear
direction have the primary role in shearing. It is remarkable that different part of these asperities has
their own special cooperation in shearing. The steepest parts (steeper tiny windows) are wore and the
flatter parts (flatter tiny windows) are slid. The borderlines between these tiny windows defined as
“damaged threshold angle” and “in-contact threshold angle”.
By increasing normal load, both the amounts of threshold angles are decreased and contact and
damaged areas increased. During low numbers of cycles (with low amplitude and frequency),
independent of the type of cycle, contraction occurs and consequently the contact area and the shear
strength parameters slightly increased. During larger number of cycles, degradation occurred on the
second order asperities, therefore the shear strength parameters slowly decreased. It was also observed
that tiny windows with different heights participate in the shearing process, not just the highest ones.
The results of the proposed method indicated that considering differences between just in-contact areas
and damaged areas provide useful insights into understanding the shear mechanism of rock joints.

Keywords: Rock joints; Shear Mechanism; Asperities; Roughness; Contact Areas; Damaged Areas;
Tiny windows; Cyclic loading; Monotonic loading.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement
Nowadays, increasing the worldwide population and economic pressures have forced humans
to focus on basic needs such as water, food, energy and raw materials. Building small and
large dams, doing underground and open-pit mining and, developing urban and agriculture in
potentially hazardous regions are required to meet the complex demands of an advancing
civilization. In the entire history of dam construction, mining, and underground excavation
many of these geotechnical structures have failed. Compared to other structures, a sudden dam
collapse or landslide could cause more death, environmental damages and other destructive
effects. For example:
At 4:10 am on April 29, 1903, one of the largest landslides in Canadian history occurred and
remains the deadliest, killing between 70 and 90 people (Figure 1.1). A part of the mining
town of Frank (Alberta, Canada) was buried under over 90 million tons of limestone within
100 seconds. Multiple factors led to the slide. The unstable anticline formation, mining
operation as well as a wet winter and cold snap on the night of the slide resulted in expansion
of the fissures, causing the limestone to break off and tumble down the mountain [Benko et al.
1998].
The Hope Slide was the largest landslide ever recorded in Canada (Figure 1.2). It occurred in
the morning of January 9, 1965 near Hope, British Columbia, and killed four people. The
volume of rock involved in the landslide has been estimated at 47 million cubic meters. The
landslide was caused by the presence of pre-existing tectonic structures such as faults and
shear zones [Brideau et al. 2005].
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Figure 1.1. Frank slide area, Alberta, Canada [from Marek Ślusarczyk, 2007].

Figure 1 .2. The Hope slide area, Hope, BC, Canada [from Magnus Manske, 2005].

The St. Francis dam in Los Angeles, California failed due to sliding near midnight on March
12, 1928 and killed 450 people. Figure 1.3 shows the dam before and after collapse. The St.
Francis Dam Failure is considered the greatest American civil engineering failure of the
twentieth century [Doyce et Nunis, 2002].
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Figure 1.3. St. Francis dam almost 2 years before and 5 days after the collapse [Photos from C.H. Lee
Collection, U.C. Water Resources Center Archives, colorized by Pony Horton].

The Malpasset concrete arch dam in France failed on December 2, 1959, when the abutment
shifted due to a weak seam in the rock. The arch separated from its foundation and rotated as a
whole about its upper right end. The whole left side of the dam collapsed, followed by the
middle part, and then the right supports [Goutal, 1999]. Approximately 400 people lost their
lives (Figure 1.4).
Vajont dam was constructed from 1957 to 1960 in northern Italy. A massive landslide with
approximately a 300 million m3 volume took place into the reservoir on October 1963 causing
a tsunami in the lake, the overtopping of the dam, and around 2000 deaths (Figure 1.5). This
event occurred because the designers neglected to take into account the geological instability
of Monte Toc on the southern side of the basin.

Figure 1.4. Malpasset concrete dam before [Bureau COB, 1954] and after collapse [from Eolefr, 2014].
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Figure 1.5. Vajont Dam Before and After Failure [Tzamtzis et Asteris, 2004].

It has been rightly said, “Man learns little from success but a lot from failures”. The
aforementioned failures were the result of a complex combination of causes and mechanisms.
One of the most important factors that had significant impact on the instability of the
aforementioned structures was discontinuities. Discontinuities are caused higher permeability
and deformability and lower shear strength of rock masses in comparison to intact rock.
Identification and management of discontinuities have been one of the main problems facing
designer engineers.

1.2 Shear Behaviour of Discontinuities
Understanding the shear behaviour and predicting the shear strength parameters of rock joints
is a key step for designing geotechnical projects that include discontinuities. Some of the main
factors that affect the shear behavior and shear strength parameters of discontinuities are
include [Patton, 1966; Barton, 1973; Plesha, 1987; Seidel et Haberfield, 2002; Grasselli et
Egger, 2003; Belem et al., 2007; Moradian et al., 2010; Park et al., 2013]:


Properties of discontinuities (scale, roughness, type and degree of infilling, moisture
conditions, hardness and degree of weathering).



Loading conditions.



Boundary conditions.
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The direct shear test is the most commonly used method for studying the shear behaviour of
discontinuities. As shown in Figure 1.6, two halves of the specimen are fixed inside the shear
box using a suitable encapsulating material, generally an epoxy resin or plaster. The
discontinuity surface should be aligned parallel to the direction of the applied shear force
[ASTM D5607 – 08].
Loads and displacements in both shear and normal directions are recorded as a function of
time during a test. Figure 1.7 shows changes of shear stress and normal displacement against
the shear displacement when joint surface is rough and normal stress is low.

Figure 1 .6. Schematic test setup - direct shear box with encapsulated specimen [ASTM D5607 – 08].

Figure 1.7. Typical results of direct shear tests on a tension fracture [after Barton, 1976].
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The shear stress vs. displacement curve in Figure 1.7 shows pre-peak, peak and post-peak
stages. As shearing takes place, the joint contracts first and dilates with a maximum rate of
dilation at the peak shear strength. The slope of the pre-peak stage is defined as the unit shear
stiffness ks and (τp, up) and (τr, ur) are the shear stress and displacement components for the
peak and residual conditions, respectively.

1.2.1 The effect of discontinuities’ properties on shear behaviour of rock
joints
Natural discontinuity surfaces are not smooth and may contain filling materials. The shear
behaviour of filling materials can control the shear behaviour of infilled discontinuities. The
presence of gouge or clay seams can decrease both stiffness and shear strength, while vein
materials such as quartz or calcite can help to increase shear strength. In contrast, the shear
behaviour of unfilled discontinuities is mainly controlled by joint size, roughness, hardness
and degree of weathering of joint surfaces and moisture conditions.
The effect of roughness on the shear behaviour of unfilled joints is more important than the
other factors. Many researchers have tried to define roughness parameters and either link them
to the shear strength parameters or explain the shear behaviour of joints. Initially, researchers
tried to define joint roughness for a two dimensional profile then a way to predict the shear
strength parameters [Patton, 1966; Barton et Choubey, 1977; Amadei et al., 1998; Plesha,
1987; Maksimovic, 1996; Zhao, l997; Seidel et Haberfield, 2002]. Recently researchers began
to study three dimensional characterization of joint surfaces [Grasselli et Egger, 2003; Park et
al., 2013; Jang et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2014]. They attempted to quantify the joint surface and
find some relation to the shear strength.
Patton [1966] studied the shear behaviour of “saw-tooth” joints and proposed a bilinear failure
criterion. He observed that sliding occurs along the intact asperity when the effective normal
stresses are low (Equation 1.1):
(1.1)
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is the peak shear strength,

is the normal stress,

is the basic friction angle of a

smooth surface and i is the angle of the “saw-tooth” asperities with respect to the shear
direction. Over a certain level of normal stress, the effect of the intact asperities disappears due
to the shearing of the asperity. When this happened, Equation 1.1 was changed to Equation
1.2:
(1.2)
where

is the residual friction angle and

is the cohesion when the asperities are sheared.

The principle of the failure envelope is shown in Figure 1.8.
Patton [1966] described the discrepancy against the bilinear criterion in the region between the
primary and secondary failure mode by saying that “real failure envelopes for rock would not
reflect simple change in the mode of failure but changes in the intensities of different modes of
failures occurring simultaneously”.

Figure 1.8. Bilinear failure envelope proposed by Patton [1966].

According to Ladanyi et Archambault [1970], Patton’s criterion has some limitations such as
similarity between the geometry of the asperities at failure and at the beginning of shearing,
difficulty to define the average inclination angle i of the asperities and the cohesion intercept
for natural joints. In an attempt to address the Patton criterion’s shortcomings, Ladanyi et
Archambault [1970] proposed a new criterion. According to them, the total shearing force (S)
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can be considered as the sum of 4 components, one of them (S 4) relates to force attributed to
asperity shearing and others (S1, S2, S3) relate to the process of asperity sliding. Therefore,
they determine the sliding shear force as:
(1.3)
They defined

to be the area where shearing through the asperities takes place. Over the rest

of the surface (
damage.

the asperities are assumed to slide over each other without creating

is a component due to external work done in dilation:
̇

(1.4)

where N is the normal force on the surface, dy and dx are the increment in normal and shear
displacements respectively, and ̇ is the rate of dilation at failure.
is a component due to additional internal work in friction due to dilation and is expressed
as:
̇
where

(1.5)

is the statistical average value of friction angle that is assessed when sliding occurs

along the irregularities of different orientations.
is the component due to work done in internal friction for joint surface expressed according
to the following equation.
(1.6)
where

is the frictional resistance along the contact surfaces of the asperities. These

components (S1, S2, S3) are shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.9. The shear area ratio for
shearing through the asperities was defined as:
(1.7)
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Figure 1.9. Ladanyi et Archambault's [1970] frictional work components.

where

is the portion of the asperities sheared off, and A is the total possible shear area. The

contribution to the shear force from shearing through the asperities was given by:
(1.8)
where

is the cohesion of the intact rock material and

is the friction angle of the intact

rock material. By substituting for S1 to S4 in Equation 1-3, and accounting for the degree of
interlocking, η, the shear strength was expressed as:
̇

(1.9)
̇

where

(the degree of interlocking) is:
(1.10)

where Δx is the shear displacement and ΔL is the length of the asperities in the shear direction.
The main problem with this criterion is the variation of the parameters that causes a
complicated determination of the shear strength. However Ladanyi et Archambult [1970]
proposed some empirical expressions and diagrams for the parameters

and ̇ , they point out

that these values were derived from a limited number of shear tests and are uncertain. In his
work, no consideration to scale was taken.
A modified version of Ladanyi et Archambaults [1970] criterion was proposed by Saeb
[1990]. By studying the stress dilatancy theory of sand, two remarks were made on the original
criterion. First, since no relocation of the rock particles occur he suggested that

should be
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. Secondly, in the term S2 he suggested that the total shear force (S) should

be replaced by the total force required for sliding over the asperities (S f). The result was a
more simple form of the original criterion.
According to Seidel et Haberfield [1995], the original analysis from Ladanyi et Archambault
[1970] was restricted to joints with rigid asperities. Asperity sliding can only occur on
asperities with a slope angle equal to the critical slope and asperities with lower slope angles
cannot be in-contact in the shearing. Seidel et Haberfield [1995] showed that both the elastic
and plastic behaviour of the joint asperity must be taken into account. They indicated that in
weak rocks where plastic behaviour is more significant, the dilation rate is less than the
asperity angle (Figure 1.10). Therefore, the effective asperity angle is less than the angle
proposed by Ladanyi et Archambault [1970] (Figure 1.11).

Figure 1 .10. Shear displacement-dilation response and stress path plot for 12.5 ~ regular triangular
asperities joint in Johnstone [Seidel et Haberfield, 1995].
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Figure 1 .11. Deformations due to inelasticity [Seidel et Haberfield, 1995].

A practical alternative for predicting the shear strength of the rough joints was proposed by
Barton [1973]. He was the first to take into account the influence of natural roughness on joint
strength. Barton [1973] and Barton et Choubey [1977] studied the behaviour of several joints
and proposed an empirical shear failure criterion with a curved failure envelope. The criterion
was based on extensive test results, and it included effects from the roughness of the joint and
the compressive strength of the joint surface in relation to the applied effective normal stress:
τ

n tan ( b

J C log10 (

JCS
n

))

(1.11)

where, J C (Joint Roughness Coefficient) is a parameter that represents the roughness of the
joint, JCS (Joint Compressive Strength) is the compressive strength of the rock on the joint
surface and

b

is the basic friction angle measured from a saw-cut sample. If the joint was

weathered or altered, Barton et Choubey [1977] suggested that the residual friction angle
should be used instead of the basic friction angle.
According to Barton [1973], the JCS is equal to the unconfined compressive strength of the
intact rock, if the discontinuity is unweathered. For weathered joint surfaces, the JCS should
be reduced. JCS is determined using a Schmidt hammer as outlined by Barton et Choubey
[1977]. The JRC varies from 0 to 20, where 0 represents a completely smooth and plane
surface, and 20 represents a very rough and undulating surface. The JRC can be estimated by
comparing the appearance of a discontinuity surface with standard profiles published by
Barton et Choubey [1977] that is showed in Figure 1.12. This method is subjective and a
profile may not be a suitable representative from a three dimensional surface. Therefore, they
suggested performing tilt test and back calculate the correct JRC.
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Figure 1 .12. Roughness profiles and corresponding JRC values [after Barton et Choubey, 1977].

Barton and his co-workers did not consider the effect of contact area between the upper and
lower joint halves in their shear criterion. According to Zhao [1997a, 1997b], the Barton’s
criterion model overestimate the shear strength for the unmated joints. Therefore, a
modification of Barton’s criterion was suggested by Zhao [1997a, 1997b], who added a joint
matching coefficient (JMC) to the Barton criterion:
(

(

))

(1.12)
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The parameter JMC ranged from zero to one representing the contact area of the joint surface.
The JMC is one when the joint surfaces are perfectly matched and is zero for a maximal
unmated joint.
Seidel et Haberfield [2002] developed theoretical models to predict the shear behaviour of soft
rock joints. Their model is composed of two independent mechanisms; initial sliding along the
surface of the asperities and then simultaneous shearing through all of the intact asperities
(Figure 1.13). The consequence of this sliding is joint dilation and stress localization on the
steepest asperities in contact. The steepest asperities are sheared when the shear stresses
exceed the asperities’ strength. Then the shear stresses are shed to the next-steepest asperities
and these asperities control the dilation until they also fail in shearing.
According to Seidel et Haberfield [2002], the failure shear stress ( ) for the frictional asperity
sliding model is given by:
(1.13)
and for the failure of triangular asperity can hence be computed by:
(
where

is base friction angle of the joint,

stress, K is stiffness and

(1.14)

)
is asperities inclination,

is initial normal

is shear displacement at failure.

Figure 1 .13. Reduction of asperity contact area with progressive shear displacement and local normal
stress increases [Seidel et Haberfield, 2002].
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Grasselli et Egger [2003] introduced quantitative three-dimensional surface parameters into a
shear strength criterion. It was based on detailed surface measurements of the joints, using an
optical measurement system called ATOS (Advanced Topometric System). They stated that
degradation is more likely to occur in steeper asperities. Therefore, instead of considering the
whole contact area between surfaces, an effective contact area (

) should be considered in

the shearing process. They explained that effective contact areas only occur in asperities that
are facing the shear direction. Moreover, they stated that only the steepest asperities (steeper
than a threshold inclination,

) are in contact in the shearing process and are deformed,

sheared or crushed depending on the applied normal load.
To describe the relationship between the effective contact area (

) and the corresponding

minimum apparent dip angle (Figure 1.14) of asperities facing shear direction (

); the

following equation was adopted to fit the data:
(

)

(1.15)

where A0 is the maximum possible contact area in the shear direction which usually is around
50% of the total potential area for fresh mated discontinuities.

is the maximum apparent

dip angle in the shear direction, and C is a “roughness” parameter, calculated using a best-fit
regression function, which characterizes the distribution of the apparent dip angles over the
surface.
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Figure 1 .14. Geometrical identification of the apparent dip angle in function of the shear direction
[Grasselli, 2001].

Based on his experimental results, Grasselli et Egger [2003] proposed the following empirical
expression to predict the peak shear strength.

(1.16)
where

is the applied average normal stress,

is the residual friction angle (after a standard

displacement of 5 mm), and g is a term which account for the contribution to peak shear
strength from surface morphology given by:
(1.17)
where

is the tensile strength of the intact rock material.

The residual friction angle (

) could be expressed as:
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(

(1.18)

)

where β is the contribution from roughness to the residual friction angle. The parameter α is
the angle between the schistosity plane and the normal of the joint. If no schistosity planes are
present α is set to zero.
Belem et al., [2004] suggested a criterion to predict the peak shear strength ( ) under both
constant normal load and constant normal stiffness. This criterion can take into account the
anisotropy of surface morphology of irregular and regular joint surfaces:
[

(

(
[

where

is the initial normal stress,

degradation angle,
morphology,

(

))]
)

(

is basic friction angle,

is shearing direction angle,

is normal stiffness,

(

))]

(1.19)

is the directional dilatancy-

is degree of apparent anisotropy of surface

is shear displacement for one cycle of shearing,

is

peak dilatancy angle (Figure 1.15).

Figure 1 .15. Shear strength model parameters: (a) typical cyclic shear curve showing the four portions;
(b) morphological parameters [Belem et al., 2004].

The first terms of the Equation 1.19 correspond to the constant normal loading path and the
second terms correspond to the constant normal stiffness loading contribution. When K = 0,
equation predicts the directional peak shear stress of constant normal loading path and when
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K > 0, equation predicts the peak shear stress of constant normal stiffness loading path. The
dilatancy-degradation angle (

) is given as follows:

[

(

])
(

where

)

(1.20)

is the mean angle of surface asperities or surface angularity parameter,

surface amplitude,

is joint

is number of cycles of shearing (For monotonous shearing n = 1) and

is the degree of joint surface relative roughness.
Based on asperity angles, Park et al., [2013] characterized the joint surfaces by introducing a
concept named ‘micro-slope angle’ which is an extension of the ‘apparent dip angle’
suggested by Grasselli et Egger [2003]. By back-analyzing the shear and normal
displacements obtained from laboratory shear tests and the micro-slope angle concept, Park et
al., [2013] introduced a numerical method to determine the contact areas of a rock joint under
normal and shear load. They showed that most of the contact areas occur in the regions facing
the shear direction, and the asperities with flatter slopes were less likely to come into contact.
Park et al., [2013] developed a model using an empirical approach basis on a new three
dimensional quantitative roughness parameter to predict the shear behavior under CNS as well
as CNL conditions. This parameter, the active roughness coefficient (Cr), was derived from the
features of the effective roughness mobilized at the contact areas during shearing. They
established the peak friction coefficient (
(

)

) as:

⁄

(1.21)

where A, B, C, and D are dimensionless parameters used to fit the experimental data.
In the model, four terms are used: the ratio of tensile strength to initial normal stress ( ⁄

),

the active roughness coefficient (Cr), the friction coefficient mobilized by the basic friction
angle (

), and the ratio of normal stiffness to initial normal stress (

⁄

). The

first three terms are dimensionless to avoid the scale effect and therefore enhance the
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applicability of the suggested model, while the last term has units of reciprocal length. If Cr is
zero, Equation 1.21 represents the behavior of a planar joint; the peak friction coefficient is
only attributed to the basic friction angle.
Park et al., [2013] calculated parameters A, B, C and D according to the results of multiple
regression analysis using 362 experimental data. They presented the following equations 1.22
and 1.23 for CNS and CNL loading conditions respectively:
(

)

(

)

⁄

(1.22)

(1.23)

1.2.2 The effect of loading conditions on shear behaviour of rock joints
The variety of field loading conditions is the main problem in studying the effect of field loads
on the shear behaviour of discontinuities. Many of the field loads, which must be considered in
the study of discontinuities’ behaviour, fall into three categories: monotonic, largedisplacement (post-peak) cyclic loading and small-displacement (pre-peak) cyclic loading.
Many researchers studied the shear behaviour of rock joints under monotonic loading
conditions and proposed shear strength criteria to describe the variation of the peak shear
strength under monotonic loading conditions [Patton, 1966; Ladany et Archambault, 1969;
Barton, 1973; Gens et al., 1990; Amadei et Saeb, 1990; Grasselli et Egger, 2003; Roosta et al.,
2006; Park et al., 2013]. Most of the constitutive models developed for monotonic loading
conditions are not suitable for taking into account the effect of the cyclic loading conditions on
predicting the shear behavior of rock joints [Belem et al., 2007; Nemcik et al., 2014].
Most of the initial research on the large-displacement (post-peak) cyclic loading tests was
focused on determining the stress-displacement relationship and the peak shear strength of the
cyclic loading tests. Jing et al. [1993], Souley et al. [1995], Fox et al. [1998], Jafari et al.
[2003], and Nemcik et al. [2014] have proposed some models to predict the shear behavior of
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rock joints and Crawford et Curran [1981], Curran et Carvalho [1983], Hutson et Dowding
[1990], Barbero et al. [1996], Homand-Etienne et al. [1999], Jafari et al. [2003] have studied
the shear strength of rock joints subjected to large-displacement (post-peak) cyclic loading
conditions. These researchers reported that the shear strength is a function of joint roughness,
number of cycles and, normal stress. Also, under low normal stress, the dynamic shear
strength is greater than the corresponding static value and this effect decreases with increasing
normal stresses.
After the initial efforts to explain the effects of large-displacement (after-peak) cyclic loading
on predicting the peak shear strength and the shear behavior of rock joints, most of the
research focused on studying the influence of the asperity degradation on the mechanical
behaviour of rock joints under cyclic loading conditions. Also, recently, the effect of smalldisplacement (pre-peak) cyclic loading on the shear strength parameters of rock joints was
studied by Jafari et al. [2003; 2004], Ferrero et al. [2010], and Tsubota et al. [2013]. For
example:
Lee et al. [2001] indicated that the shear behavior of asperity under cyclic shear loading would
be different according to the shear direction (forward or backward shearing), the type of
asperities and the strength of rock materials. They prepared two types of joint by saw-cut
(smooth joint) and split tensile (rough joint) method. They demonstrated that shear behavior of
smooth joints is strongly affected by the surface friction and shear behavior of rough joints in
first loading cycles is significantly affected by the degradation of the second order asperities
(Figure 1.16). For the second and subsequent shear loading cycles, cyclic shear behavior is
overwhelmingly affected by the first order asperities.
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Figure 1 .16. Cyclic shear behavior of smooth (top photo) and rough (bottom photo) joints [Lee et al.,
2001].

Jafari et al. [2003] also studied the influence of the cyclic shear tests on the degradation of an
undulated artificial joint of mortar and found that during cyclic shear displacement,
degradation will occur, depending on the cyclic displacement magnitude and normal stress
applied. During small cyclic loading and low amplitude of cycles (Figure 1.17a), asperities
will be slightly affected, but during large cyclic loading when amplitude of cycles are high
(Figure 1.17b), asperities may be totally damaged.
Jafari et al. [2003] demonstrated that the shear strength of joint replicas is decreased under
small cyclic loading conditions. The number of load cycles and stress amplitude are two main
parameters controlling the shear behaviour of rock joints during cyclic loading. Dilation angle,
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degradation of asperities and wearing are three main factors which affect the shear strength of
rock joints during large cyclic loading conditions. The shear behaviour of rock joints during
sliding is in direct relation to the level of normal stress.

Figure 1 .17. Shear stress–shear displacement curve of small cyclic displacement and large cyclic
displacement [Jafari et al., 2003].

Based on the experimental results, Jafari et al. [2003] developed mathematical models to
predict the shear strength of rock joints subjected to cyclic loading conditions. They proposed
Equation 1.24 in the case of small-displacement cyclic loading (shear velocity from 0.05 to 0.4
mm/sec and maximum shear displacement of 0.1 mm):
(1.24)
where
is the number of stress cycles,

is the normalized shear velocity,

stress amplitude, a = 0.3, m = -0.045, n = -0.17.

is the normalized
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In the case of large-displacement cyclic loading (maximum shear displacement of 15 mm), the
following relation was proposed:
(1.25)
where

is the number of displacement cycles, in is the normalized dilation angle, Dn is the

normalized degradation (normalized by maximum value of asperity amplitude), B = -0.33, c
= 1.44, p = 0.12, q = 0.3.
Belem et al. [2007] conducted tests on three different specimens with different shapes
(hammered, corrugated and rough) under monotonic and large-displacement cyclic loading
conditions. They scanned the joint surfaces of specimens before and after each shear test using
a laser scanner profilometer. Based on the experimental results and previously proposed
surface roughness description parameters [Belem et al., 2004], they have proposed two
experimental asperity degradation models to describe the evolution of initial surface roughness
(first-order and second order roughness) during shearing under both constant normal stress
(Equation 1.26) and constant normal stiffness (Equation 1.27) loading conditions:
(

[
where

)

(

)]

(1.27)

is normal stiffness,

is relative or shear

(

is progressive degradation,

displacement,

(1.26)

)

is the average dilation angle,
) and

is calibration factor (

is progressive degradation parameter that is a

function of shear displacement (us) and surface morphology.
Ferrero et al. [2010] evaluated rock joint damage after small-displacement (pre-peak
displacement controlled) cyclic loading tests. They carried out the cyclic tests on either smooth
or rough discontinuities. They scanned the joint surfaces before and after each test and studied
the surface damages using the damage mechanics model proposed by Belem et al. [2007].
They showed that progressive surface damage and, consequently, regressive shear strength are
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related to the cyclic frequency, the normal stress, the roughness, the surface compressive
strength and the number of cycles.

1.2.3 The effect of boundary conditions on shear behaviour of rock joints
Rock joints can be subject to different types of boundary conditions in the field ranging from
constant normal load (CNL) to constant normal stiffness (CNS) and joint shear strength
depends on those boundary conditions.
The constant normal load (CNL) mode of shearing is suitable for situations that dilation is
permitted to occur freely or there is no dilation during the shearing process. Shear testing
under a constant normal load (CNL) boundary condition may reproduce discontinuity
behaviour in the case of sliding of a non-reinforced block of rock from a slope (Figure 18).
For rough discontinuities that dilation may be inhibited by the surrounding rock, an increase in
the normal stress occurs with shear displacement. Therefore, shearing of rough joints does not
take place under constant normal load, but under variable normal load. This mode of shearing
(CNS) is suitable representative of discontinuities isolated a block that may potentially slide or
fall from the periphery of an underground excavation (Figure 18).
As Figure 19 shows, in general, the shear strength of a joint under constant normal stiffness
(CNS) boundary conditions is higher than its shear strength under constant normal load
(CNL).
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Figure 1.18. Range of boundary conditions across a joint surface.

Figure 1.19. Shear stress vs. shear displacement models (a) Constant stiffness model, (b) Constant
displacement model [after Goodman, 1976].
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1.3 Objectives
The main objective of the thesis is to study the changes of asperities’ role in three-dimensional
with respect to their geometric parameters under various types of loading. This study will
allow a better comprehension of the shear mechanism of rough surface and it will provide a
detailed insight into the prediction of shear strength parameters of rock joints. This objective
has been subcategorized as below:


Characterizing the joints’ surface with a mathematical expression based on
geometric dimensions of asperities. For this purpose, three-dimensional coordinates
of joint surfaces are required. A procedure for moulding and scanning the joint surfaces
before and after each test is proposed. Based on the joint surface characterization, the
following investigations should be possible.



-

Calculating asperities’ angles and roughness parameters for different directions.

-

Plotting the maps of topography and angles distribution.

Developing a methodology for detecting contact areas and damaged areas at
various shear displacements. Then, it is tried to link these areas to the geometric
parameters of asperities. Classifying in-contact asperities according to their heights and
angles at various shear displacements can explain the geometric effect of asperities on
shear mechanism during different stages of shearing.



Studying the changes of the roles of asperities under various types of loadings.
These changes are studied with identifying in-contact asperities and investigating their
reaction at different stages of shearing under monotonic and four types of pre-peak
loading-unloading conditions.

More specifically, the finding of several experimental tests through this methodology will
be helpful to provide a better explanation of the complex mechanism of shearing during
pre-peak, peak, post-peak and residual stages.
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1.4 Originality and Contribution
Three-dimensional tracking of changes of asperities is one of the most important ways to
illustrate shear mechanism of rock joints during testing. Many studies that attempted to explain
the asperities roles on rock joint shear behaviour were limited to consider the surface
roughness along linear profiles [Patton, 1966; Barton et Choubey, 1977; Seidel et Haberfield,
2002] while joint surfaces are three-dimensional and quantification of surface roughness on
three-dimensional space has higher accuracy. Some researchers, such as Gentier et Hopkins
[1997], Lanaro et al. [1998], Gentier et al. [2000], Grasselli et Egger [2000], Homand et al.
[2001], Xia et al. [2014], tried to link the three-dimensional surface roughness with shear
strength. However, engineers and scientists are still looking to answer some questions that
none of previous researchers attempted to explain.


Which types of asperities according to their geometric properties contribute the most to
shear mechanism in pre-peak, peak, post-peak and residual stages of shearing?



Is there any change on asperities role under different loading conditions?



Is there the same role for all in-contact asperities during the shear process?

The originality of this thesis can be categorized into the following sections:


Previous researchers have not described the various contributions of steepest asperities
that their faces are in shear direction on shear mechanism during a test. In this thesis a
methodology was developed that can detect contact areas during shear tests then
separate the role of those areas to just sliding or eroding and link them to their
geometric properties. It can provide clear perspective of the sequence of asperities
roles during shear test.



Beside the joint characteristics, the loading conditions have significant effects on shear
behaviour of rock joints. Previous researchers have mainly studied the threedimensional asperities contribution of real joint surfaces under monotonic loading
conditions. In this thesis, the three-dimensional asperities contribution of real joint
surface is assessed, not only under monotonic loading, but also under various cyclic
loadings. Through experimental results under monotonic and various cyclic loading,
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this project seeks to generate more statistically robust and detailed data for loading
effect on shear mechanism.

1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is comprised of three journal papers. Each paper is a chapter of the thesis which
includes introduction and conclusion. In addition, Chapter 1 is the introduction of the thesis
and literature review, and conclusions and perspectives are presented in Chapter 5.
Chapter 1 demonstrates problem statements, literature review, objectives of the research,
originality of the thesis and thesis outline.
Chapter 2 illustrates a new methodology for characterizing joints’ asperities with a
mathematical expression. At the beginning of this chapter a new algorithm for joints’
asperities characterization is presented. Then the performance of the proposed method is
verified for predicting the distribution and size of the damaged areas in comparison with image
analysis results. The properties of asperities that are in-contact during pre-peak, peak, postpeak and residual stages of shearing are identified. Also, the relation between in-contact
asperities and their angles and heights at different shear displacements is discussed. The output
of this chapter was submitted to

ock Mechanics and ock Engineering journal. “Geometric

effect of asperities on shear mechanism of rock joints” is proposed as the title for this paper.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the influence of different number of pre-peak cyclic loading on shear
behaviour of rock joints. The joint surface of specimens is characterized after scanning the
joint surfaces before and after each test. Subsequently, after detecting contact and damaged
areas the degradation of asperities during pre-peak stage of shearing and after various number
of cycles is evaluated. Then the effect of various number of pre-peak cyclic loading on the
peak shear strength and post-peak stage of shearing is explained. These results are compared
with the results of monotonic tests to clarify the effect of pre-peak cyclic loading. The output
of this chapter was submitted to International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining
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Sciences. “Shear mechanism of rock joints under pre-peak cyclic loading conditions” is
proposed as a title of this paper.
Chapter 4 presents the influence of various types of pre-peak cyclic loading on joint shear
mechanism with attention to asperities degradation. Some replica specimens were cast using a
joint surface of a granite block. Four different types of pre-peak cyclic loading as
representatives of field loading conditions are applied on the joint replica specimens. Two
monotonic shear tests were also run as the basis for comparison with the results of the cyclic
loading tests to explain the effect of various pre-peak cycles of loading on the shear behaviour
of specimens. The proposed method in Chapter 2 was used to characterize the specimens’
surfaces and track the changes of the role of in-contact asperities during pre-peak cyclic
loading tests in order to provide a better explanation of their shear mechanism. The output of
this chapter is submitted to Journal of Rock Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering. “Shear
mechanism of rock joints under various types of pre-peak loading-unloading conditions” is
proposed as a title of this paper.
Conclusions and recommendation for subsequent studies are provided in the last chapter of the
thesis (Chapter 5).
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Contribution
The quantifying three dimensional surfaces characteristics, detecting in-contact asperities
during shear test and describing them according to their geometric dimensions is one of the
main objectives of this thesis. To accomplish this requires a new methodology for
characterizing joints’ asperities with a mathematical expression is illustrated in this chapter.
Also, the geometric characterization of the effective (in-contact and damaged) areas in the
shearing process under different levels of normal stress and during different stages of
monotonic shearing is studied.
The influence of various types and numbers of cyclic loading in the asperities degradations is
studied in Chapters 3 and 4. The geometric effect of asperities on shear mechanism of rock
joints under cyclic loading is also studied.

Abstract
Three-dimensional tracking of changes of asperities is one of the most important ways to
illustrate shear mechanism of rock joints during testing. In this paper, the changes of the role
of asperities during different stages of shearing are described by using a new methodology for
the characterization of the asperities. The basis of the proposed method is the examination of
the three-dimensional roughness of joint surfaces scanned before and after shear testing. By
defining a concept named ‘tiny window’, the geometric model of the joint surfaces is
reconstructed. Tiny windows are expressed as a function of the x and y coordinates, the height
(z coordinate), and the angle of a small area of the surface. Constant normal load (CNL) direct
shear tests were conducted on replica joints and by using the proposed method, the distribution
and size of contact and damaged areas were identified. Image analysis of the surfaces was used
to verify the results of the proposed method. The results indicated that the proposed method is
suitable for determining the size and distribution of the contact and damaged areas at any
shearing stage. The geometric properties of the tiny windows in the pre-peak, peak, post-peak
softening and residual shearing stages were investigated based on their angle and height. It
was found that tiny windows that are facing the shear direction, especially the steepest ones,
have the primary role in shearing. However, due to degradation of asperities at higher normal
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stresses and shear displacements, some of the tiny windows that are not initially facing the
shear direction also come in contact. It was also observed that tiny windows with different
heights participate in the shearing process, not just the highest ones. Total contact area of the
joint surfaces was considered as summation of just in-contact areas and damaged areas. The
results of the proposed method indicated that considering differences between just in-contact
areas and damaged areas provide useful insights into understanding the shear mechanism of
rock joints.

2.1 Introduction
Understanding the shear mechanism of rock joints is a key step for designing geotechnical
projects that include discontinuities. The shear mechanism of joints is strongly affected by the
joint roughness, the loading conditions, and the mechanical properties of the rock [Barton,
1973; Kulatilake et al., 1995; Re et Scavia, 1999; Gentier et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2001;
Lopez et al., 2003). The shear mechanism of rock joints is the basis of constitutive models for
predicting the shear strength of rock joints. One of the early researchers who considered shear
mechanism of asperities in the description of shear strength was Patton [1966]. He studied the
shear behaviour of “saw-tooth” joints. Patton observed that sliding occurred along the intact
asperity when the effective normal stresses were low and the effect of the intact asperities
disappeared due to the shearing of the asperity when effective normal stresses were high. He
proposed the following bilinear failure criterion:

where

(for low effective normal stresses)

(2.1)

(for high effective normal stresses)

(2.2)

is the peak shear strength,

the residual friction angle,

is the normal stress,

is the basic friction angle,

is

is the cohesion when the asperities are sheared, and i is the angle

of the “saw-tooth” asperities with respect to the shear direction. According to Ladanyi et
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Archambault [1970], Patton’s criterion has some limitations such as similarity between the
geometry of the asperities at failure and at the beginning of shearing, difficulty to define the
average inclination angle i of the asperities and the cohesion intercept for natural joints. In an
attempt to address the Patton criterion’s shortcomings, Ladanyi et Archambault [1970]
proposed a new criterion. They defined

to be the area where shearing through the asperities

takes place. Over the rest of the surface (

the asperities are assumed to slide over each

other without creating damage. They considered the rate of dilation at failure ( ) and the shear
area ratio ( ) of the joint surface in their criterion:
̇

(2.3)
̇

where

is the frictional resistance along the contact surfaces of the asperities,

friction angle of the intact rock material,
the intact rock material, and

is the degree of interlocking,

is the

is the cohesion of

is the statistical average value of friction angle that is assessed

when sliding occurs along the irregularities of different orientations. The main problem with
this criterion is the variation of the parameters that causes a complicated determination of the
shear strength. According to Seidel et Haberfield [1995], the original analysis from Ladanyi et
Archambault [1970] was restricted to joints with rigid asperities. Asperity sliding can only
occur on asperities with a slope angle equal to the critical slope and asperities with lower slope
angles cannot be in-contacted in the shearing. Seidel et Haberfield [1995] showed that both the
elastic and plastic behaviour of the joint asperity must be taken into account. They indicated
that in weak rocks where plastic behaviour is more significant, the dilation rate is less than the
asperity angle. Therefore, the effective asperity angle is less than the angle proposed by
Ladanyi et Archambault [1970].
A practical alternative for predicting the shear strength of the rough joints was proposed by
Barton [1973]. He was the first to take into account the influence of natural roughness on joint
strength. Barton [1973] and Barton et Choubey [1977] studied the behaviour of several joints
and proposed an empirical shear failure criterion:
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τ

where

b

n tan ( b

J C log10 (

JCS
n

(2.4)

))

is the basic friction angle, J C (Joint Roughness Coefficient) is a parameter that

represents the roughness of the joint and JCS (Joint Compressive Strength) is the compressive
strength of the rock on the joint surface. Barton and his co-workers did not consider the effect
of contact area between the upper and lower joint halves in their shear criterion. Therefore, a
modification of Barton’s criterion was suggested by Zhao [1997], who added a joint matching
coefficient (JMC) to the Barton criterion.
(

(

))

(2.5)

The parameter JMC ranged from zero to one representing the contact area of the joint surface.
The JMC is one when the joint surfaces are perfectly matched and is zero for a maximal
unmated joint.
Hutson et Dowding [1990] suggested that asperity degradation is a function of loading
conditions, joint roughness, and uniaxial compressive strength of rock. They characterized the
asperity behaviour as that being under high and low normal stresses. Under high normal
stresses, asperity degradation can occur during small shear displacements. Conversely, under
low normal stresses, asperity degradation can arise if the shear displacement is large enough.
Gentier et al. [2000] developed a method using image processing techniques. They showed
that the mechanical behaviour of joints is strongly linked to the geometry of asperities. The
size, shape, and distribution of damaged areas are related to the shear direction, normal stress,
and shear displacement. They found that asperity damage is most likely to occur in areas
where the local dip direction is close to the shear direction and on asperities with the steepest
slopes. Seidel et Haberfield [2002] developed theoretical models to predict the shear behaviour
of soft rock joints. Their model is composed of two independent mechanisms; initial sliding
along the surface of the asperities and then simultaneous shearing through all of the intact
asperities. The consequence of this sliding is joint dilation and stress localization on the
steepest asperities in contact. The steepest asperities are sheared when the shear stresses
exceed the asperities’ strength. Then the shear stresses are shed to the next-steepest asperities
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and these asperities control the dilation until they also fail in shearing. Grasselli et Egger
[2003] introduced quantitative three-dimensional surface parameters into a shear strength
criterion. They stated that degradation is more likely to occur in steeper asperities. Therefore,
instead of considering the whole contact area between surfaces, an effective contact area
should be considered in the shearing process. They explained that effective contact areas only
occur in asperities that are facing the shear direction. Moreover, they stated that only the
steepest asperities are in-contact in the shearing process and are deformed, sheared or crushed
depending on the applied normal load. Barbosa [2009] described the behavior of joints in the
field based on the behavior of small-scale samples and the geometry of large scale-waviness.
He categorized the shear mechanism of the pre-peak shear strength into elastic and plastic
stages. In the elastic stage there is neither degradation nor dilation, thus, there is no decrement
in the asperities angles. After the elastic stage, the joint starts to slide over the asperities (prepeak plastic stage). At this stage, degradation and dilation are initiated. Based on asperity
angles, Park et al. [2013] characterized the joint surfaces by introducing a concept named
‘micro-slope angle’ which is an extension of the ‘apparent dip angle’ suggested by Grasselli et
Egger [2003]. By back-analyzing the shear and normal displacements obtained from
laboratory shear tests and the micro-slope angle concept, Park et al. [2013] introduced a
numerical method to determine the contact areas of a rock joint under normal and shear load.
They showed that most of the contact areas occur in the regions facing the shear direction, and
the asperities with flatter slopes were less likely to come into contact.
Aforementioned researches have reported that initial sliding and then simultaneous shearing of
asperities are most likely to occur on the steepest asperities that are facing the shear direction.
Moreover, size, shape, and distribution of contact areas are related to the geometry of
asperities, loading conditions, mechanical parameters of the rock, and shear displacement
[Ladanyi et Archambault, 1970; Hutson et Dowding, 1990; Seidel et Haberfield, 1995, 2002;
Gentier et al., 2000; Grasselli et Egger, 2003; Misra, 2002; Karami et al., 2008; Park et al.,
2013]. In this paper, a new mathematical method is presented in the form of a software to
characterise the joint surfaces. The in-contact asperities in the pre-peak, the post-peak strainsoftening, and the residual stages of the shearing process were identified and characterised by
considering not only their angle but also their height, and considering both height and angle
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simultaneously, to find out which types of asperities among the steepest ones have the greatest
effect on the shear mechanism.

2.2 Specimen Preparation and Experimental Procedure
One advantage of using joint replicas is that they make it possible to study the effect of one
specific factor on the shear mechanism of the joints while the other factors do not change.
Thus, the rectangular-shaped joint replicas were prepared by pouring non-shrinking cement
mortar on a fresh joint surface of an artificially split granite block in order to reproduce its
roughness.
A rectangular wooden mould, with an internal dimension of 140×140 mm was fixed on the
granite joint surface and, after spraying a form release agent (to allow easy detachment of the
replica), grout was poured into the mould (Figure 2.1a). An appropriate mortar recipe (Water
and SikaGrout 212 at a ratio of 0.18) was selected to fabricate the mortar specimens. The grain
sizes of the mortar were small enough to sufficiently reproduce the details of the granite
surface roughness (Figure 2.1b). Then, a taller mould was made and the first half of the
specimen was fixed within it while the second half of the specimen was formed by pouring
mortar onto the surface of the first half. A total of 38 specimens were prepared using this
method. According to the roughness parameters calculated for granite joint and specimen
surfaces, the roughness of specimens was acceptably close to the roughness of original granite
surface (Table 2.1). Some cylindrical specimens were also made from the mortar used for
fabricating the joint specimens. After 65 days, the uniaxial compressive strength and tensile
strength of these specimens were measured 83 MPa and 4.4 MPa, respectively.
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Figure 2.1. Manufacturing of the mortar replicas b) Diagram of SIKA grading test.

A profilometer laser scanner (Kreon Zephyr© 25) was used to acquire 3D coordinates of the
joint surfaces. Rousseau et al. [2012] discuss the advantages and limitations of this scanner.
The maximum resolution of the laser profilometer was 72 μm for the x and y axes, and 16 μm
for the z axis. Scans were performed before and after each shear test. The laser profilometer
scans joint surfaces at a high data density and makes them available as a cloud of points (about
25,000,000 points for each specimen in this study). The number of this densify cloud of points
should be reduced by gridding in order to calculate the roughness parameters and reconstruct
the joint surface. The sampling interval effect depicted in Figure 2.2 has to be considered in
gridding the cloud of points.
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Figure 2 .2. The effect of 3 sampling intervals on the roughness parameters and profile reconstruction.

As it can be seen in Figure 2.2, at larger sampling intervals (4a), some high frequency
components may be lost and the reconstructed surface may be smoother. As a result, the
sampling interval is a factor that has to be carefully taken into account for reconstructing the
joint surface by numerical method.
In the current study, roughness parameters such as Z2, RP and RS (Figure 2.3) were calculated
at different intervals to reduce the sampling interval effect. Z2 represents the root mean square
of the first height derivative in the 2D profile. For a 2D profile, Z2 is defined as [Myers, 1962]:
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[

∑

(2.6)

]

where Dx is the equal interval between sampling points, M is number of intervals, (
(

) and

) are coordinates of the (i)th and (i+1)th sampling point, respectively.

RP is defined as the ratio of the true profile length to its projected length in the joint plane L.
Rs is the 3D analog of RP, defined as the ratio of true surface area, At, to its projected surface
area, An [El Soudani, 1978]:
∑

[

]

(2.7)

(2.8)
The roughness parameters that were calculated considering various sampling intervals are
presented in Table 2.1. The values of 2D roughness parameters in Table 2.1 are averages of
the roughness parameters calculated for 140 isometric profiles. The profiles were parallel to
the shear direction with 1 mm interval. For each profile, the 2D roughness parameters were
calculated with sampling intervals from 0.1 to 1 mm. For 3D roughness parameter (R s), the
true surface area of joint specimens was calculated according to the number and angles of tiny
windows with dimensions from 0.1 mm×0.1 mm to 1 mm×1 mm.
The 2D roughness parameters were also calculated at different directions with sampling
interval of 0.5 mm. Figure 2.4 presents the values of Z2 and RP calculated for different
directions. The zero direction is parallel to the shear direction.
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Figure 2 .3. Roughness parameters defined in 2D ( Z2 and Rp) and 3D (RS).
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2D

Rp

3D Rs

Original
granite
surface

Z2

Interval
(mm)

Parameter

Dimension

Table 2.1. Summary of roughness parameters obtained from upper half of specimens.

1
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
1
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
1
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1

0.188
0.199
0.210
0.217
0.226
0.254
0.386
1.020
1.022
1.026
1.025
1.029
1.033
1.073
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.022
1.022
1.024
1.071

Specimens
A126 A127 A129 A135 A137 A139 A141 A142 A144 A145
0.185
0.194
0.205
0.211
0.218
0.244
0.333
1.009
1.018
1.020
1.021
1.023
1.029
1.058
1.016
1017
1.020
1.021
1.022
1.024
1.059

0.180
0.190
0.200
0.207
0.214
0.247
0.374
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.022
1.029
1.061
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.021
1.022
1.023
1.061

0.181
0.199
0.201
0.206
0.214
0.249
0.394
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.022
1.028
1.063
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.021
1.023
1.063

0.181
0.199
0.200
0.205
0.213
0.249
0.387
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.022
1.028
1.061
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.021
1.023
1.060

0.182
0.195
0.202
0.206
0.215
0.245
0.381
1.014
1.016
1.021
1.021
1.022
1.028
1.062
1.015
1.017
1.020
1.021
1.022
1.024
1.061

0.181
0.194
0.201
0.207
0.214
0.244
0.368
1.015
1.018
1.020
1.021
1.022
1.028
1.062
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.020
1.023
1.061

0.181
0.193
0.201
0.206
0.214
0.245
0.382
1.015
1.017
1.020
1.021
1.022
1.028
1.061
1.016
1.018
1.020
1.020
1.021
1.023
1.061

0.180
0.192
0.203
0.207
0.213
0.246
0.375
1.017
1.016
1.019
1.021
1.021
1.027
1.059
1.015
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.020
1.022
1.060

0.179
0.194
0.201
0.206
0.211
0.245
0.371
1.014
1.017
1.018
1.020
1.022
1.028
1.062
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.021
1.023
1.062

0.182
0.196
0.200
0.209
0.216
0.243
0.363
1.015
1.017
1.019
1.021
1.023
1.028
1.062
1.016
1.017
1.019
1.020
1.020
1.022
1.061

Figure 2 .4. Values of Z2 (left) and Rp (right) calculated for different directions (Specimen A127) with
0.5 mm intervals. The zero direction is parallel to the shear direction.
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Figure 2.5. MTS press system b) Diagram of vertical section of the shear apparatus.

The shear tests were conducted using a Material Testing System (MTS) press, at the
Laboratory of Rock Mechanics, Université de Sherbrooke. This apparatus was developed by
Mouchaorab et Benmokrane [1994]. The MTS press is servo-controlled and has a capacity of
2670 kN (Figure 2.5). The normal and shear loads were measured directly by the respective
load cells. Normal and shear displacements were measured using four LVDTs and one
extensometer (run of 25±0.05 mm) with high precision repeatability.

2.3 Description of The New Method for Joint surface Characterization
In the method proposed here, the joint surface was divided into a large number of tiny
windows (Figure 2.6). Each tiny window was expressed as a function of x and y coordinates,
as well as the height and angle of a small area of the joint surface. Several tiny windows may
characterize one joint asperity; therefore a careful consideration must be taken into account
with the two concepts of asperity and tiny window. The height of the central point of the tiny
window was considered to be the height of the whole tiny window. The height of tiny
windows was calculated from a horizontal plane that passes through the central point of the
lowest tiny window. In other words, the height of the lowest tiny window was considered as
zero and the heights of the others were measured based on that. The slope of the intersection
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line of the tiny window plane and a vertical plane passing through the central point of the tiny
window and containing the shear direction vector was considered to be the angle of the tiny
window (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2 .6. Joint surface divided into a large number of tiny windows. The tiny windows size will vary
depending on the accuracy required.
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Custom software was developed based on the proposed method (tiny windows). With this
software, detecting contact areas and damaged areas, and characterizing in-contact tiny
windows, was possible during different stages of shearing. These objectives were achieved
based on the following steps:
I- Before test


The upper and lower surfaces of the replica joint were scanned with high precision.
In the current study, joints were scanned and gridded at 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8
and 1 mm intervals.



Given that more details are detected with smaller intervals (Figure 2.2), when the
sampling interval decreased from 1 mm into 0.2 mm the roughness parameters
slightly increased (Table 2.1). This roughness increment was followed by an
irregular increase from 0.2 mm into 0.1 mm interval. Therefore in order to avoid
this irregularity, a sampling interval of 0.2 mm was considered as the minimum
sampling interval for reconstructing the joint surfaces.



Considering the sampling interval of 0.2 mm, the joint surface was divided into
490000 tiny windows (0.2×0.2 mm). The angle and height of each tiny window
were calculated and linked to the related x and y coordinates.



In order to detect contact and damaged areas, the coordinates of both surfaces were
defined in the same system (Figure 2.7). For this purpose, a series of reference
targets were attached around the shear box and were scanned with joint surface.
These reference targets were considered as benchmarks for defining the coordinates
of the surfaces in the same system (Figure 2.8). Considering the sample preparation
method, it was assumed that upper and lower replica surfaces are completely
matched at the initial stage of shearing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7. a) upper surface and lower surface were defined in the same coordinate system. b) the upper
surface was meshed with the same interval as the lower surface.
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Figure 2 .8. Some targets were attached around the shear box and were scanned with the joint surface.

II- After test


After each shear displacement increment, the new coordinates of the upper surface
were recalculated using measured shear and normal displacements (Figure 2.7).
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
where dx is shear displacement, dz is normal displacement and,

and

are the initial and the new coordinates of the ith point on the upper
surface respectively.


The new upper surface was meshed with the same interval as the lower surface.
The grid coordinates of the lower and upper meshes should be face to face (Figure
2.7).



The lower and upper face to face tiny windows (one from lower surface and
another from the upper) were compared considering their height (z coordinate) in
order to determine whether the two tiny windows were still in contact after each
shear displacement (Figure 2.9).
Tiny windows are in contact and asperities have been
damaged
Tiny windows are just in contact, no damage occurs.
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Tiny windows are not in contact
where

and

are the height of the ith tiny window of the upper and lower

surfaces.
These three conditions are shown in a 2D view in Figure 2.9. Considering the height
difference (z coordinate) of the face to face tiny windows, the contact area was modeled.
Using this method, all tiny windows were identified at different shear displacements, based on
their condition: just in-contact, in-contact damaged or not in contact. This allowed us to plot
the in-contact tiny windows as well as in-contact damaged areas over the whole scanned
surface and then to characterize their properties (angle and height).

Figure 2 .9. Assessment criteria for contact condition; a) zero = tiny windows are just in-contact, b)
positive = tiny windows are not in contact c) negative = these windows are in contact and damaged and
degradation has occurred. Total contact area is the sum of just in-contact areas and in-contact damaged
areas.
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The proposed method was employed and the joint surface was characterized with respect to
the shear direction (parallel to the direction of 0° in Figure 2.4). Figure 2.10 shows distribution
of the asperity angles for the upper half of Specimen A127. The angle range of tiny windows
is from -70o to 70o. The tiny windows with negative (-70o to 0), small positive (0 to 15o) and
large positive (15o to 70o) angles are shown with white, cool and warm colors respectively.
Tiny windows with negative angles (white) cover more joint surface than tiny windows with
positive angles (colored). Also the number of tiny windows with specific height and angle
were extracted from the result of the proposed method. Figure 2.11 displays the frequency plot
of height and angle of tiny windows for the upper half of the Specimen A127. As can be
observed, height and positive angles of the tiny windows varied up to 9.31 mm and 70 o
respectively. The majority of tiny windows have angles ranging from -20o to 20o and heights
ranging from 3 to 6 mm. It should be noted that all of these results were obtained before shear
testing.

Figure 2.10. Distribution and amount of tiny windows angles with respect to the shear direction before
shear test (the total number of tiny windows - 0.2 × 0.2 mm - is 490000).
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Figure 2.11. Frequency plot of the height and angle of the tiny windows.

The direct shear test was performed on the replica under 0.8 MPa normal stress. The shear
displacement rate was 0.1 mm/min and the test ended when the shear displacement attained 10
mm. The specimen reached its peak shear strength after a displacement of 0.2 mm. The values
of the shear load and the shear and normal displacements were recorded during the test. It was
found that a small contraction starts at the initial stage of shearing. The dilation angle
increased when shearing starts overriding the asperities. The asperities begin to be sheared
with increasing shear displacement and the dilation angle becomes smaller (Figure 2.12).
Using the proposed method and measuring the dilation (dz) and the shear displacement (dx)
during shearing, just in-contact tiny windows and in-contact damaged tiny windows were
identified after each 0.2 mm shear displacement increments. 0.2, 1 and 10 mm shear
displacements were chosen as displacements at the peak, during post-peak softening and at the
end of residual stages of the shear process respectively (Figure 2.12). Figures 2.13a1, 2.13a2
and 2.13a3 show the size and location of the total contact area at 0.2, 1 and 10 mm shear
displacements. Total contact area is defined as the summation of just in-contact areas and incontact damaged areas. Figures 2.13b1, 2.13b2, and 2.13b3 show the cumulative of damaged
areas up to 0.2, 1 and 10 mm shear displacements. Cumulative damaged areas were chosen to
be able to compare them with images in the next section.
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Figure 2 .12. Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for Specimen A127 under 0.8 MPa
normal stress.

Figure 2.13. Anticipated results using the proposed method a) total contact areas (TCA), black spots
and b) cumulative damaged areas (colored spots) occurring during shear tests after 1) 0.2, 2) 1 and 3)
10 mm shear displacements (SD).
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To verify the results of the proposed method for identifying contact areas and damaged areas
at different shearing stages, another method should be employed as a reference. Other
researchers have developed several methods that can be used for this purpose:


Methods based on inserting or injecting some materials such as pressure-sensitive film
[Nemoto et al., 2009], special metal [Pyrak-Nolte et al., 1987] or epoxy resin [Hakami
et al., 1996] into the joint interface. The main problem in using pressure-sensitive film
methods is the thickness of the material. This problem is exacerbated when the
amplitude of the asperities is less than the thickness of the inserted material.
Identifying the contact area is only possible after applying normal load using the
special metal method or the epoxy resin method. The lack of ability to continuously
measure the contact area during the test is another problem in using these methods.



Methods such as the X-ray computer tomography [Re et al., 1999] and acoustic
emission (AE) [Moradian et al., 2010; 2012] that measure contact area indirectly. The
main drawback of these methods is that they require special equipment and present
only qualitative results.



Methods based on numerical calculations [Park et al., 2013]. Park et al., [2013]
simulated a direct shear test on a rock joint using a bonded particle model in a discrete
element code. Their computer code was not available for this work.



Methods based on visual investigation such as image analysis [Gentier et al., 2000;
Riss et al., 1997]. In these methods, the shear test has to be stopped and the joint
surfaces must be opened for examination and photographing of the joint surfaces. This
makes it impossible to continuously measure the contact area during the test.
Nevertheless, these methods are the best way to directly identify the damaged areas.
However, the measurement of the contact area (particularly at the beginning of the test)
is somewhat erroneous; in fact, if degradation does not happen, nothing is visible on
the images of the joint surfaces and therefore the contact area is not measurable.

To verify the performance of the proposed method, shear tests were conducted under 0.8 MPa
normal stress and up to a pre-determined shear displacements and then the tests were stopped
while photographs of the joint surfaces were taken for image analysis. The joint surfaces of
these replicas were painted in order to have a clear picture of the damaged areas. A thin layer
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of paint was applied on the replicas’ surfaces to avoid undesired effects on the shear tests
results.
The results of the proposed method for predicting the distribution and size of the damaged
areas at three pre-determined shear displacements were compared with image analysis results.
The pre-determined shear displacements were chosen at the peak (0.2 mm), during post-peak
softening (1 mm) and at the end of the residual stage (10 mm) of the shear-stress vs sheardisplacement graphs (Figure 2.14). Photos of the joint surfaces were taken before and after the
tests. A wooden frame was employed as the base for the camera and the specimens were
always placed in the same position for photography. Therefore, all photos were taken under
identical conditions, which allowed one to directly compare photos. Photos were digitized
using 2550 horizontal pixels, 2550 vertical pixels, and 256 gray levels. Figure 2.15 shows the
image analysis results based on the digitized Photos that were taken before and after each test.
The black spots are representative of the damaged areas.
It can be stated that the locations of estimated damaged areas using the proposed method
(Figure 2.13b) matched well with those identified by image analysis (black spots) in Figure
2.15. These results indicate that the proposed method is suitable for determining size and
distribution of the damaged areas at any shearing stage. Verifying the predicted just in-contact
areas (Figure 2.13a) by the image analysis method was not possible because just in-contact
areas do not show any significant color change in the photos. Nevertheless detecting these
areas by the proposed method is possible, though authors believe that further and more
detailed studies are necessary.
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Figure 2 .14. Shear stress and dilation vs shear displacement at 0.2, 1 and 10 mm shear displacements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2 .15. Distribution of the damaged areas (black spots) occurred during shear test after a) 0.2, b) 1
and c) 10 mm shear displacements with image analysis method.
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2.4 Geometric Characterization of Tiny Windows
This part of the study focused on the characterization of the in-contact tiny windows in the
shearing process (just in-contact and in-contact damaged tiny windows - modes a and c in
Figure 2.9) under different levels of normal stress. Shear tests were conducted under 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 MPa normal stress (Figure 2.16). Joints were scanned before and after
the shear tests and were gridded at 0.2 mm intervals. The joint surfaces were characterized by
considering height and angle of the tiny windows, as well as the shear direction.

Figure 2.16. Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for shear tests under different levels of
normal stress.

2.4.1 Characterisation of Tiny Windows Based on Their Angle
Using the proposed method, in-contact tiny windows were identified under different normal
stresses and at different shear displacements. In-contact tiny windows were classified in 36
classes of angles from -90o to 90o with 5o class interval. The true contact area of each incontact tiny window is also calculated by considering the dimension (I) and angle (

) of

that tiny window (Figure 2.17). Therefore, the total contact area for each class of angles
(

) is calculated by considering the angles (

) and the number (

) of tiny

windows of that class:

∑

(2.12)
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Figure 2 .17. The contact area was calculated by considering the angle of each tiny window and the
number of tiny windows for each increment.

The histograms of the in-contact tiny windows’ angles were observed at the initial stage of
shearing and after 0.2, 0.4, 1, 6 and 10 mm shear displacements. The histograms for specimen
A135, which was tested under 0.1 MPa normal stress, are shown in Figure 2.18. Figures 2.18a
to 18f show the contact area histograms of the tiny windows' angles after 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 6 and
10 mm shear displacement. At the initial stage of shearing, two surfaces of the specimen are
just in-contact (Figure 2.18a). After 0.2 mm shear displacement, contact area decreased to
29.8% and degradation started on few tiny windows (Figure 2.18b). The tiny windows that
remained in contact were tiny windows with angles greater than 6.3o. The angle of 6.3o as the
borderline of not in-contact tiny windows with in-contact tiny windows is defined as an “incontact threshold angle”. Tiny windows with steeper angles than the in-contact threshold angle
are always in-contact and degradation may occur on some of them depending on the normal
stress and mechanical properties of rock material. In this study another threshold angle
(damaged threshold angle) was defined as the borderline of in-contact tiny windows with
damaged tiny windows. For the test under 0.1 MPa normal stress damaged threshold angle was
38.5o. It should be mentioned that the definition of the threshold angles is effective just during
the pre-peak stage of shearing.
Figures 2.19a to 2.19f show the contact area histograms of the tiny windows' angles after 0,
0.2, 0.4, 1, 6 and 10 mm shear displacements when normal stress was 0.7 MPa. Figure 2.19b
shows tiny windows with angles greater than 2.9o (in-contact threshold angle) remained in
contact at 0.2 mm shear displacement. Also degradation started on those tiny windows that had
angles greater than 25o (degradation threshold angle). Figures 2.19c, 2.19d, 2.19e and 2.19f
also indicate that although at the beginning of the shearing process only tiny windows that are
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facing the shear direction (positive angle) participate in the shearing process, after increasing
shear displacement, some of the tiny windows that are not initially facing the shear direction
(negative angles) participate as well. Due to degradation, the top parts of asperities are sheared
and therefor the angle of their faces may change from negative to positive (Figure 2.20). This
causes them to participate in the remaining stages of the shearing process.

Figure 2.18. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows area versus their angle, under 0.1 MPa normal
stress after a) 0, b) 0.2, c) 0.4, d) 1, e) 6 and f) 10 mm shear displacements.
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Figure 2.19. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows area versus their angle, under 0.7 MPa normal
stress after a) 0, b) 0.2, c) 0.4, d) 1, e) 6 and f) 10 mm shear displacements.
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Figure 2 .20. The top of some asperities sheared and tiny windows that were not initially facing the
shear direction (negative angles) changed into tiny windows that are facing the shear direction (positive
angles).

The contact area of the tested specimens under 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 MPa normal
stresses and after 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 6 and 10 mm shear displacements are presented in Table 2.2.
At the initial stage of shearing and under 0.1 MPa normal stress, the main contact areas
includes tiny windows that are just in-contact (Figure 2.9 – mode a). Therefore, it can be stated
that the main shear mechanism in these situations was the sliding of the tiny windows over
each other. Although tiny windows that are facing the shear direction remained in contact at
0.2 mm shear displacement, the steepest tiny windows start to be deformed and sheared
(Figure 2.18b). At higher normal stresses where threshold angles decreased, both damaged
areas and just in-contact areas increased.
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Specimen

Normal stress
(MPa)

Table 2.2. Just in-contact areas and in-contact damaged areas at different shear displacements and
under different normal stresses.

A135
A137
A139
A141
A142
A144
A145

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7

Threshold
angles
(deg) at
SD = 0.2
mm
JCA DA
6.3 38.5
5.7 32.4
4.9 29.2
4.3 27.7
3.7 26.6
3.1 25.4
2.9
25

Contact area and damaged areas at different shear displacements (%)
0 mm
JCA
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

JCA: Just in-contact area
DA: In-contact damaged areas

DA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.2 mm
JCA
29
30.4
31.8
32.4
36.2
40.1
41

DA
0.8
0.9
1.8
2.8
3.2
3.7
3.7

0.4 mm
JCA
13.3
13
13.9
14.3
14.9
16.4
17.5

DA
3.4
4.5
5.7
6.8
7.1
8.0
8.7

1 mm
JCA
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.8

DA
2.8
3
3
5.4
5.9
8.2
9.6

6 mm
JCA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DA
1.1
1.3
1.6
1.9
1.9
3.2
4

10 mm
JCA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DA
1.0
1.1
1.4
1.5
1.8
2.9
3.8

As shearing starts, the participation of just in-contact tiny windows is declined and around the
peak, the number of in-contact damaged tiny windows starts to increase. During the post-peak
softening stage of shearing, the number of just in-contact tiny windows tended to zero and the
number of in-contact damaged tiny windows decreased. In other words, due to dilation, incontact tiny windows as well as some of in-contact damaged tiny windows lose their contact
and degradation continues in some specific zones. The shear mechanism in the post-peak
softening stage switched from just sliding to sliding and shearing.
Figure 2.21 shows how in-contact damaged area and just in-contact area change by shear
displacement.
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Figure 2.21. In-contact damaged area and just in-contact area versus shear displacement under 0.1 and
0.7 MPa normal stresses.

The effect of normal stress and shear displacement on the total contact area including just incontact area and in-contact damaged area are showed in Figure 2.22. This Figure shows that
the contact area decreases quickly during the pre-peak and post-peak softening stages of
shearing. Also, under higher normal stress, larger contact areas were observed due to greater
degradation. The tiny windows with a wide range of angles (from negative to positive)
remained in contact after peak, more specifically in the residual section. Therefore the angle of
the tiny windows cannot be considered as a sole criterion for identifying the active tiny
windows after the peak shear strength of joints.
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Figure 2 .22. Total contact area versus shear displacement under different normal stresses from 0.1 to
0.7 MPa.

2.4.2 Characterisation of In-Contact Tiny Windows Based on Their Height
In this section, the height of the tiny windows is considered as another criterion for
characterizing the role of the asperities in the shearing process. Tiny windows were sorted into
10 height classes from 0 to 10 mm. Figures 2.23a to 2.23f show the contact area histograms of
the tiny windows' heights under 0.1 MPa normal stress at the initial stage of shearing and after
five different shear displacements (0.2, 0.4, 1, 6 and 10 mm).
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Figure 2 .23. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows versus their heights under 0.1 MPa normal stress
and after different shear displacements.

About 30% of the tiny windows in each height classes remain in contact after 0.2 mm shear
displacement. This value is about 9%, 5%, 4.6%, and 3.5% after 0.4, 1, 6, and 10 mm shear
displacement. Figures 2.24a to 2.24f show the contact area histograms of the tiny windows'
heights under 0.7 MPa normal stress at different shear displacements. These results as well as
the results obtained from the shear test under 0.1 MPa normal stress confirm that tiny windows
with different heights, not just the highest ones, are in-contact in the shear process of the
matched specimens. The results also indicated that the percentage of the in-contact tiny
windows increased about 50% before the peak and 250% in the residual stage of shearing in
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each height class when the normal stress increased from 0.1 MPa to 0.7 MPa. Most of incontact tiny windows had heights close to the average heights of tiny windows (3.5 to 4 mm)
when shear displacement was less than 1 mm. After 1 mm shear displacement, the heights of
in-contact tiny windows were closed to the mid-range of the tiny windows’ heights (5 mm).
The results from characterization of in-contact tiny windows based on their heights illustrated
that there is no link between the height and the role of tiny windows in the shearing process.

Figure 2 .24. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows versus their heights under 0.7 MPa normal stress
and after different shear displacements.
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2.4.3 Characterisation of In-Contact Tiny Windows Based on Their Both
Angles and Heights
The variation of tiny windows at different shear displacements was studied by considering
their angles and heights simultaneously. For this purpose, frequency histograms of tiny
windows with the same height and angle were drawn (Figure 2.25). As can be seen in Figure
2.25, most of the tiny windows exhibited heights between 3 and 6 mm and angles between 25o and 25o.
To follow the height and angle properties of the in-contact tiny windows at different stages of
shearing, the tiny windows that remained in contact after 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 6, and 10 mm shear
displacements were recorded. Frequency plots (2D view) of tiny windows were drawn instead
of frequency histograms (3D view) to provide a better illustration of the in-contact tiny
windows. In the frequency plots, colors represent the number of tiny windows. Figures 2.26
and 27 show the frequency plots of in-contact tiny windows at 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 6, and 10 mm
shear displacements when normal stress was 0.1 and 0.7 MPa respectively. At the beginning,
the angles of the in-contact tiny windows varied from -70o to 70o and their heights varied from
0 to 9.31 mm (Figures 2.26a, 2.27a). After 0.2 mm shear displacement, all tiny windows with
angles greater than 6.3o when normal stress was 0.1 MPa (Figure 2.26b) and greater than 2.9o
when normal stress was 0.7 MPa (Figure 2.27b) remained in contact. In the post-peak
softening stage of shearing when normal stress was 0.1 MPa (Figure 2.26d), the main shear
mechanism was sliding of asperities over each other; while due to degradation when normal
stress was 0.7 MPa (Figure 2.27d), tiny windows with negative angles start to participate in
shearing process. As shown in Figures 2.26 and 2.27, in-contact tiny windows had a wide
range of angles during the shearing of matched replicas. However, the heights of in-contact
tiny windows at the initial stages of shearing varied from 0 to 9.31 mm; mostly tiny windows
with a specific range of heights (4.5 to 5.5 mm) remained in contact in the residual stage of
shearing. Although it was expected that the tallest tiny windows would remain in contact of
increasing shear displacement, only 11.5% of in-contact tiny windows had heights between 8
and 9.31 mm. More than 82.3% of the heights of the in-contact tiny windows in the residual
stage of shearing were between 4 and 8 mm. This value was about 6.15% for those in-contact
tiny windows with heights between 2.5 and 4 mm.
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Figure 2 .25. Frequency histogram of in-contact tiny windows by considering their heights and angles
simultaneously.
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Figure 2 .26. Frequency of the in-contact tiny windows after a) 0, b) 0.2, c) 0.4, d) 1, e) 6 and f) 10 mm
shear displacements and under 0.1 MPa normal stress by considering their heights and angles.
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Figure 2 .27. Frequency of the in-contact tiny windows after a) 0, b) 0.2, c) 0.4, d) 1, e) 6 and f) 10 mm
shear displacements and under 0.7 MPa normal stress by considering their heights and angles.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this paper a new methodology for the geometric characterization of in-contact asperities
during the direct shearing test of rock joints was proposed. In the proposed method, the joint
surface is divided into a large number of tiny windows. Based on the tiny windows concept,
the joint surfaces were reconstructed using a numerical method and contact conditions of tiny
windows at different shear displacements were examined. To verify the method, the
anticipated damaged areas were compared visually with image analysis results at three
different shear displacements. The comparison showed that the location of the estimated
damaged areas matched well with those observed by image analysis. This confirmation shows
that the proposed method is suitable for detecting damaged areas. Verifying anticipated just incontact areas using image analysis method was not possible however it was presumed that the
proposed method provides a way to identify just in-contact tiny windows, though authors
believe that further and more detailed studies are necessary.
The proposed method was applied to the experimental results to track geometric properties of
in-contact tiny windows in the shearing process. Results showed that the steepest tiny
windows that are facing the shear direction (positive angles) play the primary role in the shear
mechanism. These in contact tiny windows were divided into two groups: just in-contact tiny
windows and in-contact damaged tiny windows. Before peak, the total contact area includes
tiny windows that are just in-contact. In this stage the main shear mechanism is sliding of the
tiny windows over each other. The steepest tiny windows start to be deformed and sheared just
before peak. In the post-peak stage of shearing, the participation of just in-contact tiny
windows in the shear process declined sharply. In this stage, shear mechanism switched from
just sliding to sliding and shearing. Due to degradation of asperities, the negative angle of
some tiny windows changes to positive and these tiny windows then become in-contact in
shearing process. Therefore, the tiny windows that remained in contact after the peak have a
wide range of angles (from negative to positive). The only tiny windows that remained in
contact in the residual stage of sharing were damaged windows. The shear mechanism in this
stage is crushing of in-contact tiny windows that are strongly affected by the normal stress and
shear displacement. It was observed that tiny windows with different heights participate in the
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shearing process, however in the residual stage tiny windows with a specific range of heights
remained in contact.
Previous researchers considered contact areas but did not differentiate between just in-contact
areas and damaged areas. The results of the proposed method indicate that differentiating
between these areas will provide greater accuracy in understanding the shear mechanism of the
rock joints.
It should be emphasized that these results were obtained from perfectly matched and similar
specimens. It is recommended that the proposed method be evaluated by more experiments on
natural rock joints which are not perfectly matched.
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Contribution
The proposed method was applied to the experimental results of cyclic loading to track the
geometric properties of in-contact tiny windows in three dimensional surfaces of rock joints.
In this chapter, the ability of the proposed method for detecting contact and damaged areas
during pre-peak stage of shearing and after various numbers of cycles is presented. The effect
of amplitude and various numbers of pre-peak cycles on the role of in-contact tiny windows in
three dimensional surfaces of rock joints is studied.

Abstract
The influence of pre-peak cyclic loading on the shear mechanism of joints at different stages
of shearing is presented in this paper. For this purpose, thirteen mortar replica specimens were
made from natural unweathered granite joint. Shear tests were conducted through two
consecutive steps; load-controlled and displacement-controlled. Load controlled shear tests
were conducted under 5, 10, 20, 100, 500, and 1000 cycles of pre-peak loading with
amplitudes of 30% and 50% of the maximum monotonic shear strength. Then tests were
continued up to 10 mm shear displacement in the displacement controlled step. Characterizing
the joint surface and modeling of the in-contact asperities during the tests were performed with
a custom software. The software analysis method is based on the three-dimensional
coordinates of the joints surface that are captured before and after each test. By defining a
concept named ‘tiny window’, the geometric models of the joint surfaces were reconstructed
and the distribution and size of just in-contact areas, in-contact damaged zones and not incontact areas were identified. Two threshold angles were defined in the pre-peak stage of
shearing: “in-contact threshold angle” as the boundary between not in-contact areas and just
in-contact areas and “damaged threshold angle” as the boundary between just in-contact areas
and in-contact damaged zones. The distribution and the geometric properties of contact areas
in different stages of shearing were identified and degradation of the first and second order
asperities was evaluated. The results of the pre-peak cyclic loading tests are compared with the
results of a monotonic test to clarify the effect of the cyclic loading on the joint shear
mechanism and the shear strength parameters. It was found that the steepest asperities which
are facing the shear direction got in-contact in shearing before peak in the monotonic test
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though both threshold angles decreased during cyclic tests. Consolidation occurred during low
number of cycles and consequently the contact area and the shear strength parameters slightly
increased. During larger number of cycles, degradation occurred on the second order
asperities, therefore the shear strength parameters slowly decreased. It was also found that
increasing or decreasing the number of cycles during pre-peak cyclic loading does not have a
significant effect on the residual shear strength parameters of the tested specimens.

3.2 Introduction
One of the most important factors that can control the stability of geotechnical structures is
discontinuities. The key to manage the destructive effect of discontinuities is the knowledge of
the discontinuities’ shear mechanism, which is strongly affected by the joint roughness and the
loading conditions [Barton, 1973; Gentier et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2002;
Asadollahi et al., 2011]. According to the field conditions, many of the loads to be considered
in the study of discontinuities fall into three main categories: monotonic, large-displacement
(after-peak) cyclic and small-displacement (pre-peak) cyclic loading. Strong earthquakes
would be an example of the large-displacement cyclic loading and weak earthquakes would be
an example of the small-displacement cyclic loading.
The shear mechanism of rock joints under monotonic loading conditions has been studied and
several constitutive models have been proposed [Patton, 1966; Ladany et Archambault, 1969;
Barton, 1973; Gens et al., 1990; Amadei et Saeb, 1990; Grasselli et Egger, 2003; Roosta et al.,
2006; Park et al., 2013]. Most of the constitutive models developed for monotonic loading
conditions are not suitable for taking into account the effect of the cyclic loading conditions on
predicting the shear behavior of rock joints [Belem et al., 2007; Nemcik et al., 2014].
Most of the initial research on the large-displacement (after-peak) cyclic loading tests was
focused on determining the stress-displacement relationship and the peak shear strength of the
cyclic loading tests. Jing et al. [1993], Souley et al. [1995], Fox et al. [1998], Jafari et al.
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[2003], and Nemcik et al. [2014] have proposed some models to predict the shear behavior of
rock joints and Crawford et Curran [1981], Curran et Carvalho [1983], Hutson et Dowding
[1990], Barbero et al. [1996], Homand-Etienne et al. [1999], Jafari et al. [2003] have studied
the shear strength of rock joints subjected to large-displacement (after-peak) cyclic loading
conditions. These researchers reported that the shear strength is a function of joint roughness,
number of cycles and, normal stress. Also, under low normal stress, the dynamic shear
strength is greater than the corresponding static value and this effect decreases with increasing
normal stresses.
After the initial efforts to explain the effects of large-displacement (after-peak) cyclic loading
on predicting the peak shear strength and the shear behavior of rock joints, most of the
research focused on studying the influence of the asperity degradation on the mechanical
behaviour of rock joints under cyclic loading conditions. Lee et al. [2001] indicated that the
mechanism governing the asperity degradation under cyclic shear loading would be different
according to the shear direction (forward or backward shearing), the type of asperities and the
strength of rock materials. Belem et al. [2007, 2009] proposed experimental asperity
degradation models that are function of the accumulated shear displacement by scanning and
quantifying the surface damage after different shearing cycles under both constant normal
stress (CNS) and constant normal stiffness (CNK) loading conditions. Chern et al. [2012]
studied the degradation mechanism of joint asperities and the variation in shear strength of
joint replicas under cyclic loading conditions. Asperity degradation was found to be a function
of joint roughness, normal stress, shearing displacement and the number of loading cycles.
Mirzaghorbanali et al. [2014] studied the variations of the shear strength of rock joints under
cyclic loading and proposed a mathematical model to evaluate the shear strength of infilled
rock joints. It was found that, for a particular normal stiffness, the shear strength is a function
of the initial normal stress, initial asperity angle, joint surface friction angle, infill thickness,
infill friction angle, loading direction and number of loading cycles.
Most of the research carried out so far has addressed the effect of the large-displacement
(after-peak) cyclic loading conditions on the prediction of shear strength parameters and the
shear mechanism of rock joints; however, the comprehensive shear mechanism of rock joints
under the small-displacement (pre-peak) cyclic loading conditions has rarely been reported.
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According to the US Geological Survey National Earthquake Information Center, the number
of small earthquakes is much higher than the number of large earthquakes (99% with a
magnitude less than 4.9 and 90% with a magnitude less than 3.9). During each small
earthquake, some small changes occur along the discontinuities and the accumulation of these
changes can induce high stress concentrations at the discontinuities’ asperities [Jafari et al.,
2004; Ferrero et al., 2010]. The small-displacement cyclic loading conditions mostly occur in
the pre-peak stage of shearing. Shear and normal displacements, as well as the degradations in
this stage of shearing are very small, and consequently measuring of changes are difficult.
Some researchers, such as Jafari et al. [2004], Ferrero et al. [2010], and Tsubota et al. [2013],
have studied shear strength parameters of rock joints which were affected by smalldisplacement (pre-peak) cyclic loadings in the pre-peak stage of shearing. Jafari et al. [2004]
investigated the effect of the number, the frequency, and the stress amplitudes of the smalldisplacement (pre-peak load controlled) cycles on the peak and the residual shear strength of
rock joints. They reported that the shear strength increased with normal stress and decreased
when either the number, frequency, or stress amplitudes of the cycles was increased. Ferrero et
al. [2010] evaluated rock joint damage after small-displacement (pre-peak displacement
controlled) cyclic loading tests. They showed that progressive surface damage and,
consequently, regressive shear strength are related to the cyclic frequency, the normal stress,
the roughness, the surface compressive strength and the number of cycles. Tsubota et al.
[2013] showed that shear strength decreases when the number of cycles increases, and that the
frequency of loading (0.1 and 1 Hz) has no significant impact on the shear strength. They also
stated that the dynamic shear strength is equal or higher than the monotonic shear strength,
which is the opposite of the results reported by Jafari et al. [2004] and by Ferrero et al. [2010].

3.3 Research Significance
Although the aforementioned studies have provided some insight into shear strength
parameters of rock joints under small-displacement (pre-peak) cyclic loading conditions, the
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shear mechanism and the discrepancy between increasing and decreasing of the shear strength
by cyclic loading are not fully understood. The quantitative evaluation of several driving
parameters through experimental testing and theoretical development is imperative in an
attempt to understand this complex mechanism. In order to overcome this complexity, the
influence of the pre-peak cyclic loading conditions with different numbers of cycles on the
shear mechanism of the joint replicas is assessed. For this purpose 5, 10, 20, 100, 500, and
1000 cycles of the pre-peak loading with amplitude of 30% (0.25 MPa) and 50% (0.42 MPa)
of the maximum monotonic shear strength (0.84 MPa) were applied to assess the effect of
different cycles on the shear mechanism of rock joints. Also, a new mathematical method,
developed by Fathi et al. [2015], is used to characterize the replicas surfaces and track the
changes of the role of in-contact asperities during pre-peak loading shear tests in order to
provide a better explanation of their shear mechanism.

3.4 Experimental Procedure
3.4.1 Specimen Preparation
Rectangular-shaped joint replicas were prepared by pouring non-shrinking cement mortar on a
fresh joint surface of an artificial split granite block in order to reproduce its roughness. One
advantage of using joint replicas is that replicas allow studying the effect of one specific factor
on the shear mechanism of the joints while the other factors do not change.
A rectangular wooden mould, with an internal dimension of 140×140 mm2 was fixed on the
granite joint surface. After spraying a form release agent (to allow easy detachment of the
replica), grout was poured into the mould and the first halves of the joint specimens were
made (Figure 3.1a). An appropriate mortar recipe (Water and SikaGrout 212 at a ratio of 0.18)
was selected to fabricate the mortar specimens. The grain sizes of the mortar were small
enough to reproduce the details of the granite surface roughness (Figure 3.1b). Then, a taller
mould was made and the first half of the specimen was fixed within it and the second half of
the specimen was cast by pouring mortar onto the surface of the first half. A total of thirteen
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specimens were made using this method. The roughness parameters were calculated for the
upper halves of the granite joint and specimens. The calculated parameters showed that the
roughness of specimens were acceptably close to the roughness of the granite (Table 3.1). The
uniaxial compressive strength and tensile of cylindrical specimens of the mortar were
measured at 65 days (83 MPa and 4.4 MPa, respectively).
The shear tests were conducted using a Material Testing System (MTS) press at the
Laboratory of Rock Mechanics, Université de Sherbrooke (Figure 3.2). The MTS press was
servo-controlled and had a capacity of 2670 kN. The normal and shear loads were measured
directly by the respective load cells. Normal and shear displacements were measured using
four LVDTs and one extensometer repeatability.

Figure 3.1. Manufacturing of the mortar specimens.
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Figure 3 .2. MTS press system b) Diagram of vertical section through shear apparatus.

A profilometer laser scanner (Kreon Zephyr© 25) was used to acquire 3D coordinate of the
joint surfaces (Figure 3.3). The maximum resolution of the laser profilometer was 72 μm for
the x and y axes, and 16 μm for the z axis. Scans were performed before and after each shear
test in order to calculate the roughness parameters of the joint specimens and to identify the incontact asperities and damaged zones.

Scanner’s arms

Scanner

Specimen

Shear box
Figure 3.3. Scanner set up.
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3.4.2 Characterization of Joint Specimens’ Surface
In the current study, 2D (Z2 and Rp) and 3D (RS) roughness parameters of the granite joint and
the specimens were calculated. Z2 represents the root mean square of the first height derivative
in 2D profile. For a 2D profile Z2 is defined as [Myers, 1962]:

[

(3.1)

]

∑

where Dx is equal interval between sampling points, M is the number of intervals, (

) and

) are the coordinates of the (i)th and (i+1)th sampling point, respectively.

(

RP is defined as the ratio of a true profile length to its projected length in the joint plane L. R s
is the 3D analog of RP, defined as the ratio of a true surface area, A t, to its projected surface
area, An [El Soudani, 1978]:
∑

[

]

(3.2)

(3.3)
The values of the 2D roughness parameters are averages of the roughness parameters that were
calculated for 140 isometric and parallel profiles with 1 mm interval (interval between
sampling point on each profile was considered 0.5 mm). The results indicate that the
roughness of all joint specimens and the granite joint was close (Table 3.1).

Parameter

Granite

Table 3.1. Roughness parameters obtained from upper halves of granite joint and specimens with 0.5
mm sampling interval.

Z2
Rp
Rs

0.217
1.025
1.022

Specimens
A117

A118

A119

A120

A121

A122

A123

A124

A127

A129

A130

0.207
1.020
1.020

0.205
1.021
1.021

0.208
1.021
1.020

0.206
1.020
1.020

0.206
1.021
1.019

0.208
1.020
1.020

0.207
1.020
1.021

0.210
1.021
1.020

0.207
1.020
1.021

0.206
1.020
1.020

0.209
1.019
1.021
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A new methodology for characterizing joints surfaces in three-dimensional with a
mathematical expression was published by Fathi et al. [2015]. This methodology is based on
the three-dimensional coordinates of the joints surface that are scanned before and after each
shear test. The joint surface was divided into a large number of tiny windows (Figure 3.4).
Each tiny window was expressed as a function of x and y coordinates, as well as the height
and angle of a small area of the joint surface. The joint surface of the Specimen A115 was
characterized using this new method with respect to the shear direction. The topography and
angle distribution plot of the tiny windows are shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4. Joint surface divided into a large number of tiny windows [Fathi et al., 2015].
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Figure 3 .5. The joint surface of Specimen A115 was characterized using new methodology a)
topography and b) angle distribution plots.

3.4.3 Shear tests
In order to study the shear mechanism of joint specimens under the pre-peak cyclic loading
conditions, twelve tests were performed on specimens in two consecutive steps (Table 3.2).
First, load-controlled and then displacement-controlled. In the load-controlled step, loading
cycles with frequency of 0.2 Hz and amplitude of 30% and 50% of the maximum monotonic
shear strength (0.84 MPa) were applied. Pre-peak (load-controlled) cyclic loading shear tests
were conducted under different number of cycles (5, 10, 20, 100, 500, and 1000). The effect of
cycles on the asperities role is investigated by comparing the results of cyclic loading shear
tests to the results of a monotonic shear test (Figure 3.6). Also, the change in the asperities role
under the different number of cycles and in the different stages of shearing is tracked by
comparing the results obtained from the shear tests under the different number of cycles (Table
3.2).
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Specimen

Table 3.2. Loading conditions applied on the joint specimens under 0.8 MPa normal stress.

A129
A121
A123
A120
A124
A119
A122
A130
A118
A117
A131
A116
A115

Load controlled
At the end of
Amplitude
cycles (mm)
No. of
of cycles
cycles
Shear Normal
(%)
disp.
disp.
Monotonic
0
30
5
0.061
-0.012
30
5
0.062
-0.013
30
10
0.063
-0.016
30
10
0.060
-0.015
30
20
0.065
-0.019
30
20
0.064
-0.018
30
100
0.067
-0.018
30
500
0.071
-0.020
30
1000
0.075
-0.023
50
100
0.113
-0.019
50
500
0.119
-0.021
50
1000
0.124
-0.025

Displacement controlled
Peak
Residual
Shear
shear
shear
displacement
strength strength
at peak (mm)
(MPa)
(MPa)
0.26
0.84
0.5
0.29
1.03
0.33
0.28
1.00
0.4
0.31
1.05
0.5
0.27
1.12
0.42
0.34
1.10
0.39
0.28
1.12
0.41
0.37
1.11
0.4
0.3
0.93
0.32
0.28
0.74
0.31
0.32
1.16
0.45
0.34
0.99
0.33
0.25
0.94
0.3

Normal
disp. at
10 mm
shearing
1.7
1.9
2.15
1.98
1.98
1.9
1.98
1.91
2.06
1.9
1.68
1.92
1.92

Figure 3.6. Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for a monotonic shear test under 0.8
MPa normal stress.

After the pre-setting load, a normal load was applied. The shear stress was then increased to
0.25 MPa when the amplitude of cycles was set to 30% of the maximum monotonic shear
strength and increased to 0.42 MPa when the amplitude of cycles was set to 50% of the
maximum monotonic shear strength (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Then the shear stress was decreased
to 0. The cycles of loading and unloading were applied with the frequency of 0.2 Hz. After
applying different number of cycles, tests were continued with the rate of 0.1 mm/min in the
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displacement-control step of the shearing. The shear tests were continued until the specimens
passed the maximum shear strength and the residual shear strength was reached.
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Figure 3 .7. Cyclic shear tests subjected to 5, 10, 20, 100, 500 and, 1000 cycles and amplitude of cycles
of 30%.
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Figure 3 .8. Cyclic shear tests subjected to 100, 500 and, 1000 cycles and amplitude of cycles of 50%.

3.5 The Effect of Cyclic Loading on the Shear Mechanism of Joints
Some factors, such as geometric parameters of asperities, shear displacement, and applied
normal load can affect the distribution and size of the damaged zones during rock joint
shearing. Experimental investigations show that, as shearing starts, asperities which are facing
the shear direction start to be deformed, sheared or crushed [Haberfield et al., 1994; Kimura et
al., 1995; Gentier et al., 1997; Yang et al., 2000; Grasselli et al., 2001; Park et al., 2013, Fathi
et al., 2015]. In this section, the role of the asperities during cyclic and monotonic tests is
compared to clarify the effect of the cyclic loading condition on the joint shear mechanism and
shear strength parameters.
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3.5.1 The effect of pre-peak cyclic loading on the pre-peak stage of shearing
The method proposed by Fathi et al. [2015] was applied to the results of the pre-peak cyclic
loading tests in order to identify in-contact tiny windows during the various stages of shearing.
For this purpose, joints were scanned before and after each shear test. The joint surfaces were
divided into a large number of tiny windows with dimension of 0.2×0.2 mm2. Fathi et al.
[2015] explained that this interval appears reasonable for reconstructing the joint surfaces of
these specimens using numerical methods. The specimen surfaces were characterized by
considering the height and angle of the tiny windows with respect to the shear direction.
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show the distribution and amount of the tiny windows angle and height
for the moving half of the Specimen A115. The tiny windows with negative (-70o to 0), small
positive (0 to 15o) and large positive (15o to 70o) angles have been shown with white, cool and
warm colors, respectively (Figure 3.5).
Considering the height difference (z coordinate) of the face to face tiny windows, the contact
conditions (modes) were evaluated. Three different modes such as just in-contact, in-contact
damaged or not in contact can occurred. This method allowed identifying the just in-contact
tiny windows, as well as in-contact damaged tiny windows and then to characterize them
considering their angle and height. Because of the dimension of the tiny windows, the contact
conditions of the tiny windows were evaluated after each 0.2 mm shear displacement
increments. Figure 3.9 shows the areal distribution of the in-contact tiny windows angles at 0.2
mm shear displacement and after 0 (monotonic test), 5, 10, 20, 100, 500, and 1000 cycles
when the amplitude of cycles was 30% of the maximum monotonic shear strength. The incontact tiny windows were classified in 5 o increments with regards to their angle. After 5
cycles of loading and at 0.2 mm shear displacement, 46.2% of joint surfaces remained in
contact (Figure 3.9c). The tiny windows that remained in contact were tiny windows with
angles greater than 0o and the tiny windows where degradation occurred were tiny windows
with angles greater than 24.2o. The 0o angle that was boundary of not in-contact tiny windows
and just in-contact tiny windows is defined as a “just in-contact threshold angle”. Also, the
angle of 24.2o that was boundary of just in-contact tiny windows and in-contact damaged tiny
windows is defined as a “damaged threshold angle”. Tiny windows with angles steeper than
just in-contact threshold angle are always in-contact and tiny windows with angles steeper
than damaged threshold angle are always eroded.
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Figure 3 .9. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows area versus their angle after cyclic loading at 0.2 mm
shear displacement when the amplitude of cycles was 30%. a) Initial stage of shearing b) monotonic
test c) after 5 cycles d) after 10 cycles e) after 20 cycles f) after100 cycles g) after 500 cycles and h)
after 1000 cycles.
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Threshold angles of just in-contact tiny windows and damaged tiny windows decreased to 2.86o and 21.8o, and total contact area increased about 9% when the number of cycles
increased to 10 (Figure 3.9d). Figures 3.9e to 3.9h also confirm that the threshold angles of
just in-contact and damaged tiny windows decreased by increasing the number of cycles,
consequently tiny windows with a wider range of angles became in contact. The distribution of
the total contact area (sum of just in-contact areas and in-contact damaged zones) after 5 and
1000 cycles when the amplitude of cycles was 30% of the maximum monotonic shear strength
is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10. The total contact area at 0.2 mm shear displacement increased from 46.2% to 62.1% when
number of cycles increased from a) 5 cycles to b) 1000 cycles. The amplitude of cycles was 30%.

Figure 3.11 shows the areal distributions of the in-contact tiny windows angles after 0
(monotonic test), 100, 500, and 1000 cycles and at 0.2 mm shear displacement when the
amplitude of cycles was 50% of the maximum monotonic shear strength (0.42 MPa).
Comparing Figures 3.11b with 3.9f, 3.11c with 3.9g, and 3.11d with 3.9h demonstrated that
the threshold angles of just in-contact tiny windows and damaged tiny windows decreased
(about 0.4o) and, consequently, the total contact areas and the damaged zones increased (about
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1.5%) when the amplitude of cycles increased from 30% to 50% of the maximum monotonic
shear strength.
Figure 3.12 shows the shear displacements and dilations just after applying various numbers of
cycles when the amplitudes of cycles were 30% and 50% of the maximum monotonic shear
strength. The dilation decreased and the shear displacement increased when the number of
cycles was increased. The contact area was calculated after applying various numbers of
cycles at 0.2 mm shear displacement. Figures 3.13a and 3.13b show the variation of the total
contact area versus the number of cycles when the amplitudes of cycles were 30% and 50%,
respectively (Figures 3.13a and 3.13b are summarize the results presented in Figures 3.9 and
11).

Figure 3 .11. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows after cyclic loading at 0.2 mm shear displacement
when the amplitude of cycles was 50%. a) after 0 cycles b) after 100 cycles c) after 500 cycles and d)
after 1000 cycles.
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Figure 3 .12. Shear displacements and dilations at the end of cycles (load-controlled stage) vs number
of cycles.

During the initial cycles, small contraction occurred and the contact area had a sudden increase
(Figure 3.13a). It is inferred that the consolidation starts with the low numbers of cycles.
During the initial cycles, the steeper asperities of the upper half of the specimen, which are
facing the shear direction, starts to run over the asperities of the bottom half (Figure 3.9). The
shear stress-shear displacement curve of these cycles shows the elastic behaviour with a slight
hysteresis (Figure 3.8). After initial increase in the contact area, dilation and contact area were
about constant when the number of cycles changed from 20 to 100 (Figure 3.13a). This
behaviour is due to the sliding of asperities over each other without any significant
degradation. By increasing the number of cycles from 100 to 500 or 500 to 1000, contact area
increased slowly (Figures 3.13a and 3.13b). This behavior is related to the sliding and
degradation that occurred simultaneously. From the negligible amount of changes in the
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contact area and dilation one may infer that very small (second order) asperities control the
shear behaviour of rock joints subjected to the pre-peak cyclic loading conditions.

Figure 3.13. Total contact area and dilation vs. number of cycles after cyclic loading stage of shearing
at 0.2 mm shear displacement when the amplitude of cycles was a) 30% and b) 50%.

3.5.2 The Effect of Pre-peak Cyclic Loading on the Peak and Post-peak
Stages of Shearing
The effect of the number of cycles on the peak shear strength and residual stage of shearing
was investigated. When the amplitude of pre-peak cycles was 30% of the monotonic peak
shear strength (0.25 MPa), the peak shear strength, increased from 0.84 MPa to 1.12 MPa with
the number of cycles from 0 to 20. Then it decreased when the number of cycles became
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greater than 100 and it achieved to 0.74 MPa after 1000 cycles of loading (Figure 3.14a).
Same trend was observed when the amplitude of pre-peak cycles was 50% of the monotonic
peak shear strength (0.42 MPa). These changes in the peak shear strength are related to the
shear response of asperities under different numbers of cycles. Under small number of cycles,
the contact area increases without significant degradation of the asperities. Therefore, peak
shear strength increases with the number of cycles. By increasing the number of cycles (>
100), degradation occurs on the second order asperities. Consequently, the peak shear strength
decreases with increasing the number of cycles.
Figure 3.15 shows the areal distribution of the tiny window angles in contact at the initial stage
of shearing and after 0.4 mm shear displacement. The 0.4 mm shear displacement was chosen
as a displacement point during post-peak softening stage of shearing. Results showed that the
contact area decreased by increasing the shear displacement.

Figure 3.14. Peak and residual shear strength versus number of cycles for pre-peak cyclic loading tests
with amplitude of a) 30% and b) 50%.
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Figure 3.15. Distribution of contact areas and frequency of in-contact tiny windows at a) initial stage of
shearing and after b) 0 cycles (monotonic test) c) 5 cycles d) 10 cycles e) 20 cycles f) 100 cycles g) 500
cycles and h) 1000 cycles of loading at 0.4 mm shear displacement when the amplitude of cycles was
30%.
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One must take into consideration that the peak shear strength of the pre-peak cyclic loading
tests occurred between 0.28 to 0.37 mm shear displacements. Figure 3.15 shows the areal
distribution of the tiny window angles in contact, just after the peak. All tiny windows that are
in contact have facing in shear direction (positive angles). Nearly all tiny windows with angles
greater than 20o and some tiny windows with angles between 0o to 20o remained in contact.
The comparison of the distribution of the total contact area (sum of just in-contact areas and
in-contact damaged zones) after 5 and 1000 cycles at 0.4 mm shear displacement when the
amplitude of cycles was 30% of the maximum monotonic shear strength is shown in Figure
3.16.

Figure 3.16. The total contact area at 0.4 mm shear displacement increased from 24.5% to 26.4% when
number of cycles increased from a) 5 cycles to b) 1000 cycles. The amplitude of cycles was 30%.

Figure 3.17 shows the areal distribution of the tiny window angles in contact after 0, 100, 500,
and 1000 cycles of loading at 0.4 mm shear displacement when the amplitude of cycles was
50%. Comparing these results with those conducted when the amplitude of cycles was 30%
(Figures 3.17 and 3.15), show that the same type of tiny windows played a significant role at
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this stage of shearing, and that the measured contact areas were almost constant (Figure 3.18).
The shear tests were continued until the residual shear strengths were reached. The significant
change were not observed in the residual shear strength when the number of cycles changed
from 0 to 20, while a slight decrease observed when the number of cycles was greater than
100. These results suggest that the pre-peak cyclic loading does not have significant effect on
the shear behaviour of specimens at the post-peak softening and residual stages of shearing.

Figure 3 .17. Distribution of contact areas and frequency of in-contact tiny windows after a) 0 cycles b)
100 cycles c) 500 cycles and d) 1000 cycles at 0.4 mm shear displacement when the amplitude of
cycles was 50%.
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Figure 3 .18. Total contact area and dilation at 0.4 mm shear displacement vs. number of cycles.

3.6 Conclusions
The shear mechanism of asperities in three dimensional surfaces of rock joints subjected to the
pre-peak (load-controlled) cyclic loading conditions was studied. For this purpose a new
methodology for the geometric characterization of the in-contact asperities was used [Fathi et
al., 2015]. Joint surfaces were divided into a large number of tiny windows and contact
conditions of the tiny windows were examined at the different shear displacements. The
proposed method was applied to experimental results and the distribution and size of the
contact area were calculated at various shear displacements. The amplitudes of the cycles were
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30% and 50% of the maximum monotonic shear strength and the numbers of cycles were 5,
10, 20, 100, 500, and 1000. The results of a monotonic test were used as a scale so that the
results of the pre-peak cyclic loading tests can be compared with.
The effect of the pre-peak cyclic loading on the joint shear mechanism can be categorized into
two classes; consolidation and degradation. As the first cycle of the pre-peak loading was
applied, the steepest tiny windows (asperities) that are facing the shear direction, started to run
over each other. By applying the next cycles, negative dilation occurred and consequently, the
contact area increased suddenly. This quick increase in contact area that is due to the few
cycles of loading can be explained by consolidation of the joint surfaces. The consolidation
effect decreased with increasing the number of cycles. When number of cycles changed from
20 to 100, the contact area did not change significantly. This behaviour can be associated with
the riding of asperities over each other without any significant degradation. By increasing the
number of cycles, over 100, the degradation occurred on the steepest in-contact asperities.
According to the amount of changes in the dilation, shear displacement, and the contact area
during the large number of cycles, it can be inferred that the degradation occurred on the
second order asperities.
Compared with the monotonic tests results, peak shear strength increased under low number of
cycles. This phenomenon is assumed to be due to consolidation of the joint surfaces (negative
dilation). Under higher number of cycles, though an increase in the contact area continued
with the number of cycles, the peak shear strength decreased due to the degradation on the
second order asperities. The analysis of the residual stage of shearing showed that the low
number of cycles did not change the residual shear strength of joints; however slight decrease
of the residual shear strength was observed when the number of cycles was greater than 100
cycles.
These results are useful for considering the effect of pre-peak cyclic loading on geotechnical
structures. This study was done on perfectly matched specimens that their roughness was close
together. More experiments on natural rock joints are recommended.
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Contribution
The proposed method in Chapter 2 is used to characterize the specimens’ surfaces and track
the changes of the role of in-contact asperities during various types of pre-peak cyclic loading
tests in order to provide a better explanation of their shear mechanism. Chapter 4 studies the
influence of various types of pre-peak cyclic loading on the contact and damaged tiny
windows and their geometric properties.

Abstract
The effect of various pre-peak loading-unloading conditions on the shear mechanism of joints
is studied. For this purpose, a fresh tension-split joint from a granite block was used as a
reference, and ten mortar replica specimens were fabricated. Loading-unloading shear tests
were performed on specimens under constant normal load (CNL) conditions using a servocontrolled loading system. Tests were performed in two consecutive steps; load-controlled and
then displacement-controlled. In the load-controlled step, four different types of loadingunloading cycles were applied. After that, tests were continued up to 10 mm shear
displacement with a rate of 0.1 mm/min in the displacement-controlled manner. The
distribution and size of contact and damaged areas were identified before and after the peak
shear strength using a mathematical method already published by the authors. The loadingunloading tests results were compared with the results obtained from monotonic loading tests
to indicate the effect of various types of loading-unloading conditions on the shear behaviour
of rock joints. It was found that at the beginning of loading-unloading, the contact area
increases as a result of the contraction of the joint. This contraction causes an increase in the
peak shear strength. Therefore it was concluded that after low numbers of loading-unloading
cycles (with low amplitude and frequency), the shear strength of rock joints does not decrease;
instead it increases as a result of the contraction of the joint. It was also found that the residual
shear strength of the specimens under monotonic shear loading and specimens that have been
undergone various pre-peak loading-unloading conditions are almost the same, indicating that
pre-peak loading-unloading does not affect the residual shear strength of rock joints.
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4.2 Introduction
The loads considered in the design of geotechnical structures fall into three categories:
monotonic, large-displacement cyclic loading and small-displacement cyclic loading (pre-peak
loading-unloading). The deadweight of a structure is an example of the first group and changes
in the water pressure, earthquakes, and ice pressures are examples of the second and third
groups.
Many geotechnical structures that were designed with less consideration of the effect of smalldisplacement (pre-peak) loading-unloading on the shear strength of discontinuities show
severe deterioration. Pre-peak loading-unloading due to environmental events such as weak
earthquakes, ice loading, wind loading, and freezing and thawing cycles play a significant role
in crack initiations and strength degradation of geotechnical structures. Many of these prepeak loading-unloading are repetitive during the structure lifetime. Although these loads may
not be able to destroy the structures, the accumulation of their effect is significant [Jafari et al.,
2004; Ferrero et al., 2010]. Therefore, the intensity, direction and location of these loads must
be estimated after consideration of all available facts and their effect on the degradation of the
structures. According to the significant influence of the field pre-peak loading-unloading on
the instabilities of the geotechnical structures, the ambiguity of the shear response of
discontinuities under these loading conditions is one of the main issues that designer engineers
have to address.
The diversity of field loading conditions is the main issue in studying the effect of these loads
on the stability of structures. Therefore, it is very important to consider different types of prepeak loading-unloading conditions as representatives of the different types of field loadingunloading conditions. As an example, Zhang and his co-workers [1998] measured the ice
pressure in the Long Spruce dam on the Nelson River in the northeast Canadian province of
Manitoba. The measured shear stresses due to the ice pressure on the upstream surface of the
dam are shown in Figure 4.1.
Prinsenberg et al. [1997] presented the first ice stress data recovered from sub-Arctic ice along
the Labrador Coast, located on the eastern coast of Canada (Figure 4.2). They measured the ice
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pressures in three directions and calculated the major and minor principal stresses and their
orientations. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate that the freezing and thawing of ice produces
loading-unloading shear stresses in different loading-unloading forms.

Figure 4 .1. Interface shear stress in the upstream side of the Long Spruce Dam on the Nelson River in
the northeast of Canadian province of Manitoba [Zhang, 1998].

Figure 4.2. Hourly time series plots of principal stress amplitudes [Prinsenberg et al., 1997].

Among all loading-unloading conditions, the constant amplitude loading-unloading (loading to
a specific amount and then reloading to zero) has been investigated by many researchers
including the authors [Jafari et al., 2004; Ferrero et al., 2010; Tsubota et al., 2013; Fathi et al.,
2015b]. Jafari et al. [2004] investigated the effect of the number, the frequency, and the stress
amplitudes of the pre-peak cycles on the peak and residual shear strength of rock joints. They
reported that the shear strength increases with normal stress and decreases when either the
number, frequency, or stress amplitudes of the cycles increase. Ferrero et al. [2010] evaluated
rock joint damage after small-displacement cyclic loading tests. They showed that progressive
surface damage and regressive shear strength are linked to the frequency of cycles, the normal
stress, the roughness, the surface compressive strength and the number of cycles. Tsubota et
al. [2013] showed that shear strength decreases with increasing the number of cycles, while
the frequency of loading (0.1 and 1 Hz) has no significant impact on the shear strength. They
also stated that the dynamic shear strength is equal to or higher than the monotonic shear
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strength, which is on the opposite of the results reported by Jafari et al. [2004] and by Ferrero
et al. [2010]. Fathi et al. [2015b] studied the influence of the pre-peak cyclic loading
conditions with different numbers of cycles on the shear mechanism of the joints in order to
explain the discrepancy between increasing and decreasing the shear strength by pre-peak
cycles of loading. They divided the effect of the pre-peak cyclic loading on the joint shear
mechanism into two classes: contraction and degradation. They explained that increasing
contact area due to contraction during a few cycles of loading increases the peak shear
strength. By increasing the number of cycles, though increase in the contact area continues
with the number of cycles, the peak shear strength decreases due to the degradation of the
second order asperities.
The aforementioned researches did not consider the effect of the variety of pre-peak cycles of
loading-unloading on the shear mechanism and shear strength parameters of rock joints [Jafari
et al., 2004; Ferrero et al., 2010; Tsubota et al., 2013; Fathi et al., 2015b]. Although it may
seem impossible to model all the real loading-unloading conditions, in the current research it is
tried to consider some of the pre-peak loading-unloading conditions on the shear behaviour
and peak shear strength of rock joints. Two monotonic shear tests were also run as a reference
to be compared to the results of the loading-unloading tests. New mathematical method,
developed by Fathi et al. [2015a], is used to characterize the specimens’ surfaces and to track
the changes of the role of in-contact asperities during various pre-peak loading-unloading
conditions.

4.3 Testing procedure
4.3.1 Joint Specimens Preparation
Rectangular-shaped joint specimens were prepared by pouring non-shrinking cement mortar
on a fresh joint surface of a split granite block. The details of the experimental protocol for
sample preparation can be found in Fathi et al. [2015a and 2015b].
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The roughness parameters such as Z2, RP and RS were calculated for joint specimens and
granite joint (Table 4.1). Z2 represents the root mean square of the first height derivative in 2D
profile. For a 2D profile Z2 is defined as [Myers, 1962]:

[

(4.1)

]

∑

where Dx is equal interval between sampling points, M is the number of intervals, (

) and

) are the coordinates of the (i)th and (i+1)th sampling point, respectively.

(

RP is defined as the ratio of the true profile length to its projected length in the joint plane L.
Rs is the 3D analog of RP, defined as the ratio of true surface area (At) to its projected surface
area, An [El Soudani, 1978]:
∑

[

]

(4.2)

(4.3)
2D roughness parameters are the averages that were calculated for 140 isometric profiles. The
profiles were parallel to the shear direction with 1 mm interval (the interval between sampling
points was 0.5 mm). The calculated roughness showed that the roughness of specimens were
acceptably close to the roughness of the original granite joint surface (Table 4.1).

Parameter

Table 4 .1. Roughness parameters obtained from upper halves of granite joint and specimens with 0.5
mm interval.
Original
granite
joint
surface

Z2
Rp
Rs

0.217
1.025
1.022

Joint specimens
A120

A124

A108

A114

A109

A112

A110

A113

A129

A125

0.206
1.020
1.020

0.210
1.021
1.020

0.206
1.020
1.020

0.205
1.020
1.021

0.211
1.021
1.020

0.209
1.019
1.020

0.208
1.021
1.021

0.206
1.020
1.020

0.206
1.020
1.020

0.209
1.019
1.021
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After 65 days, the uniaxial compressive strength and tensile strength of cylindrical specimens
which were made from the mortar used for fabricating the joint specimens were measured 83
MPa and 4.4 MPa, respectively.

4.3.2 Testing Procedure and Loading Conditions
Joint roughness is one of the main parameters that can control shear strength of rock joints
[Patton, 1966; Ladanyi et Archambault, 1970; Barton, 1973; Grasselli et Egger, 2003; Belem
et al., 2007; Moradian et al., 2010]. In order to calculate the roughness parameters and
reconstruct the specimen surfaces for modeling, as well as evaluate the contact and damaged
areas during the shearing, specimen surfaces were scanned before and after each shear test. For
detecting the contact and the damaged areas, a series of reference targets were attached around
the shear box and were scanned with joint surface. These reference targets were considered as
benchmarks for superimposing the specimen surfaces that were scanned before and after each
shear test. Papers from Fathi et al. [2015a and 2015b] provide details of the scanner
profilometer characteristics and the scanning procedure.
Four loading-unloading types of cycles were considered for this research (Figure 4.3). The
loading-unloading procedure started by applying 0.8 MPa normal stress in the load-controlled
manner. After applying the pre-peak cycles of loading, tests were continued at a rate of 0.1
mm/min in the displacement-control manner. The shear tests were continued until the
specimens passed the maximum shear strength and the residual shear strength was reached.
Shear tests were stopped after 10 mm shear displacement.
A new methodology for characterizing joints surfaces with a mathematical expression was
developed by Fathi et al. [2015a]. The basis of this method is on the three-dimensional
coordinates of the joint surfaces that are scanned before and after each shear test. In this
method, the joint surface is divided into a large number of tiny windows (Figure 4.4). Each
tiny window is expressed as a function of x and y coordinates, as well as the height and angle
of a small area of the joint surface. The geometric models of the joint surfaces are
reconstructed by a numerical method according to the definition of the ‘tiny window’ concept.
The joint surface of Specimen A125 was characterized using this new methodology with
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Figure 4 .4. Joint surface divided into a large number of tiny windows. Each tiny window represents the
height and angle of a small area of the joint surface [Fathi et al., 2015a].

Figure 4.5. The joint surface of Specimen A125 was characterized using new methodology a)
frequency of tiny windows based on their heights and topography plot and b) frequency of tiny
windows based on their angles and angle distribution plot.
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4.4 Analysis of the Test Results
Direct shear tests were performed on joint specimens under four types of loading-unloading as
well as monotonic loading conditions (Table 4.2).
Table 4 .2. Loading conditions applied on the joint specimens.
Specimen

Loading conditions

A120
A124
A108
A114
A109
A112
A110
A113
A129
A125

Loading-unloading - Type 1
Loading-unloading - Type 1
Loading-unloading - Type 2
Loading-unloading - Type 2
Loading-unloading - Type 3
Loading-unloading - Type 3
Loading-unloading - Type 4
Loading-unloading - Type 4

Monotonic Loading
Monotonic Loading

Norma
l stress
(MPa)
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

No. of
cycles

Shear disp. at
peak (mm)

Peak shear
strength
(MPa)

Maximum
normal
disp. (mm)

10
10
10
10
10
10
5
5
0
0

0.31
0.27
0.30
0.30
0.39
0.40
0.30
0.28
0.26
0.27

1.05
1.12
1.03
1.08
0.98
0.99
1.05
1.14
0.84
0.82

1.98
1.98
1.88
1.85
1.83
1.80
1.83
1.94
1.70
1.72

4.4.1 Effect of loading-unloading cycles on asperity degradation in pre-peak
stage
In this section, the shear behaviour of specimens during the pre-peak stage of shearing under
various pre-peak loading-unloading conditions is studied.

4.4.1.1. Loading-unloading tests: Type 1
In order to study the shear behaviour of specimens under type 1 pre-peak loading-unloading
conditions, two tests were performed on Specimens A120 and A124. In the load controlled
stage of loading-unloading, 10 cycles with a frequency of 0.2 Hz and amplitude of 4.9 kN
(0.25 MPa) were applied (Figure 4.6). The shear stiffness was calculated for each cycle of
loading according to the measured shear loads and shear displacements (Figure 4.6b). The
minimum amount of shear stiffness is observed during the first cycle of loading. The stiffness
increases drastically during the second cycle then slightly decreases and became almost
constant from cycle 5 up to cycle 10 (Figure 4.7).
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The stiffness increment means that a contraction occurred at the beginning of the test. Then,
the small decrease of the stiffness during the following cycles can be related to the negligible
degradation of asperities. Constant stiffness means that the behaviour is unchanged and the
main shearing mechanism is the sliding of asperities over each other.

Figure 4 .6. a) Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for type 1 loading-unloading test, b) a
close-up of the loading-unloading part, and c) shear stress and dilation versus time for the loadingunloading part.

Figure 4 .7. Stiffness and dilation versus number of cycles of loading-unloading tests (Specimen A124).
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Loading-unloadin tests: Type 2

Specimens A108 and A114 were tested under type 2 loading-unloading condition. During the
load controlled step of shearing, after increasing the shear load up to 4.9 kN (0.25 MPa), shear
loading was stopped for 2 minutes, then increased to 9.6 kN (0.5 MPa) and decreased to 4.9
kN (0.25 MPa) with a loading rate of 132 N/sec. The cycle of stopping, increasing and
decreasing was repeated 10 times (Figure 4.8). Same as type 1 loading-unloading tests, the
stiffness of type 2 loading-unloading cycles was calculated and the minimum amount of
stiffness was detected during the first cycle of loading (Figure 4.9).
The stiffness increased suddenly during the second cycle and became almost constant during
the cycle 3 up to cycle 10 (Figure 4.9). Therefore, it can be concluded that after a contraction
at the beginning, the behaviour is unchanged and the main shearing mechanism is the sliding
of asperities over each other. However, some degradation may occur.

Figure 4 .8. a) Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for type 2 loading-unloading test, b) a
close-up of the loading-unloading part, and c) shear stress and dilation versus time for the loadingunloading part.
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Figure 4.9. Stiffness and dilation versus number of type 2 loading-unloading cycles (Specimen A114).

4.4.1.3. Loading-unloading tests: Type 3
Loading-unloading tests of type 3 were performed on Specimens A109 and A112. In the load
controlled step (load rate considered 132 N/sec), after increasing the shear stress up to 0.25
MPa, shear stress was stopped for 30 second then increased for 0.7 MPa. These stopping and
increasing were repeated for seven times. Then, after 2 minutes stopping, the shear stress was
decreased with the same steps and stopped for 2 minutes. The cycle of step increasing,
stopping, step decreasing and stopping was repeated 10 times (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4 .10. Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for type 3 loading-unloading test, b) a
close-up of the loading-unloading part, and c) shear stress and dilation versus time for the loadingunloading part.
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The shear displacement continued during all stops which means degradation occurred on some
asperities (Figure 4.10b). The stiffness increased after the first cycle of loading and became
almost constant during next cycles (Figure 4.11). Same behaviour as type 1 and type 2
loading-unloading tests is observed; contraction at the beginning and then sliding of asperities
over each other.

Figure 4.11. Stiffness and dilation versus number of cycles for type 3 loading-unloading test (Specimen
A109).

4.4.1.4. Loading-unloading tests: Type 4
Type 4 loading-unloading tests were performed on Specimens A110 and A113. After applying
the normal load, 5 cycles of loading-unloading with amplitude of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 MPa
were applied with a loading rate of 132 N/sec (Figure 4.12). The shear stiffness was calculated
for the cycles of type 4 loading-unloading. After contraction during the first cycle, during the
loading of the cycles 2 to 5 two different stiffness (slopes) are detectable. The first slope is
from the beginning of each cycle traces up to the maximum stress of the previous cycle. The
second slope started from the maximum stress of the previous cycle (end of the first slope) and
is ended at the amplitude of the current cycle.
During the first slope asperities ride over each other and during the second slope that stiffness
is lower than the first slope a permanent shear displacement occurred. As an example, the
shear stiffness during the second cycle decreased from 5.57 to 3.64 MPa/mm. This behavior
was repeated in the third (stiffness has reduced from 5.13 to 3.63), fourth (stiffness has
reduced from 5.36 to 2.39) and fifth (stiffness has reduced from 5.42 to 1.56) cycles. The
minimum value of stiffness during the fifth cycle is related to the pre-peak softening stage of
shearing. Degradation may occur during the riding of asperities over each other.
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Figure 4.12. a) Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for type 4 loading-unloading test, b)
a close-up of the loading-unloading part, and c) shear stress and dilation versus time for the loadingunloading part.

4.4.1.5. Monotonic loading tests
Two monotonic shear tests were also performed to explain the effect of various pre-peak
cycles of loading on the shear behaviour of specimens. The results of the monotonic tests were
used as the basis for comparison with the results of the loading-unloading tests. Figure 4.13
shows the variation of the shear stress and normal displacement during a monotonic loading
test under 0.8 MPa normal stress. The peak shear strengths measured during the monotonic
tests were relatively low compared with the peak shear strengths of the pre-peak loadingunloading tests (Table 4.2).
It can be inferred that applying pre-peak loading-unloading with a few number of cycles at
relatively low normal stress does not decrease the shear strength of rock joints but it increases
their shear strength as a result of contraction of the joint surfaces.
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Figure 4 .13. Shear stress and dilation versus shear displacement for specimen A125 under 0.8 MPa
normal stress.

4.4.1.6.

Effect of loading-unloading on asperity degradation in pre-peak stage

The method proposed by Fathi et al. [2015a] was applied to the aforementioned results that
were obtained from the monotonic and various pre-peak loading-unloading tests. For this aim,
the joint surfaces were scanned before and after each test and were reconstructed based on the
concept of the tiny windows. The dimension of the tiny windows was considered 0.2 mm × 0.2
mm. Fathi et al. [2015a] explained that this dimension appears reasonable for reconstructing
the joint surfaces of these specimens using numerical methods. After each shear displacement
increment, the new coordinates of the upper tiny windows were recalculated using measured
shear and normal displacements. The contact conditions of the tiny windows were examined
during the various stages of shearing with respect to the height difference (z coordinate) of the
face to face tiny windows (one tiny window from lower half and another from upper half).
Three different modes can occur: not in-contact, just in-contact and in-contact damaged.
According to the tiny windows dimension, the contact condition of specimen joints can be
examined after each 0.2 mm shear displacement increments. In-contact tiny windows were
identified after each 0.2 mm shear displacement increments and were classified in 36 classes
of angles from -90o to 90o with 5o class interval. Then, the total contact area of each class is
calculated by considering the angles and the number of tiny windows of that class.
Considering the shear displacement at the peak shear strength (Table 4.2) and at the end of
various cycles of loading (Figures 4.6b, 4.8b, 4.10b and 4.12b), 0.2 mm shear displacement
was chosen as a point which is located before the peak and after the end of all cycles of
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loading-unloading tests. The effect of aforementioned loading-unloading tests in the pre-peak
stage of shearing is studied by comparing the contact areas of specimens at 0.2 mm shear
displacement. The frequency histograms of the in-contact tiny windows angle were drawn.
Figure 4.14 shows the frequency histograms of the in-contact tiny windows angles at 0.2 mm
shear displacement for four loading-unloading tests and monotonic loading tests.

Figure 4.14. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows after 0.2 mm shear displacement.

Figure 4.14a shows that the angles range of the tiny windows varying from -80° to 80°. At 0.2
mm shear displacement of monotonic loading test, tiny windows with angle greater than 2.86°
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(37% of the initial contact area) remained in contact (Figure 4.14b). The angle of 2.86o as the
borderline of not in-contact tiny windows with in-contact tiny windows is defined as an “incontact threshold angle”. Tiny windows with steeper angles than the in-contact threshold angle
are always in-contact and degradation may occur on some of them. The in-contact threshold
angle decreased to -2.86°, -2°, -4.8° and -3.1° after applying 10 cycles of type 1, type 2, type
3, and type 4 loading-unloading respectively (Figure 4.14c to 4.14f). Participation of the tiny
windows with negative angle is due to degradation the top parts of some asperities and
changing their face from not in shearing direction to the shearing direction.
In comparison with monotonic loading test, after applying cycles of loading-unloading, incontact threshold angle decreased and contact area increased during the pre-peak stage of
shearing. Comparison of Figure 4.14b with Figures 4.14c to 4.14f shows 18.6%, 15.9%,
26.1% and 20.8% increment on the in-contact area after applying 10 cycles of types 1-4
loading-unloading, respectively.

4.4.2 Effect of loading-unloading on asperity degradation in peak and postpeak stages
Figure 4.15 shows the peak and the residual shear strength of specimens that have been
undergone four pre-peak loading-unloading types as well as monotonic loading. The peak
shear strength of specimens increased after applying 10 cycles of various loading-unloading.
This increment is associated with increasing the contact area after applying the cycles of
loading. Considering the raises of in-contact area and peak shear strength it can be inferred
that the primary effect of low number of pre-peak loading-unloading is the joint contraction
and consequently increasing the contact area during the pre-peak stage of shearing.
Considering the shear displacements at the peak shear strength of specimens (Table 4.2), a 0.4
mm shear displacement is located almost just after the peak shear strength. The contact
conditions of tiny windows were examined at 0.4 mm shear displacement in order to study the
effect of various pre-peak loading-unloading on the post-peak softening stage of shearing.
Therefore, the histograms of the in-contact tiny windows' angles at 0.4 mm shear displacement
were drawn for monotonic and various pre-peak loading-unloading tests (Figure 4.16). The
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results show that although degradation occurred on some asperities and some tiny windows
that are initially facing the shear direction remained in-contact after 0.4 mm shear
displacement; tiny windows with wide range of angles that are facing the shear direction
(positive angles) remained in contact and degradation occurred on the almost steepest ones.

Figure 4 .15. a) peak and b) residual shear strength of the monotonic tests and tests undergone 4 types
of pre-peak loading-unloading.
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Figure 4.16. Frequency of in-contact tiny windows after 0.4 mm shear displacement.

For shear tests under monotonic loading conditions, the contact area at 0.4 mm shear
displacement was measured 24.5%. This amount is almost close to the measured contact area
of specimens undergone pre-peak loading-unloading tests. For type 3 loading-unloading,
contact area at 0.4 mm shear displacement is greater than the other tests. Due to continuing the
shear displacement during the stopping of shear loading, peak shear strength of type 3 loadingunloading tests occurred on a greater shear displacement than the other tests. Therefore,
comparing to the other tests, smaller normal displacement occurred at 0.4 mm shear
displacement and consequently more tiny windows remained in contact.
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As the results show, the effect of small number of various pre-peak loading-unloading
decreased with increasing the shear displacement. Figure 4.15b shows that the residual shear
strengths of specimens under monotonic shear loading and various pre-peak loading-unloading
conditions are almost equal.

4.5 Conclusions
Due to the importance of considering the effect of field small loading-unloading on the
instability of geotechnical structures, the effect of four different types of pre-peak loadingunloading on the shear mechanism of joint specimens was studied. The results showed that as
the first cycle of loading is applied, joint contraction occurs and contact area increases in
comparison with the monotonic tests. During the next cycles, the loading stiffness became
almost constant, which means that the shear behaviour is unchanged and the main shear
mechanism is the sliding of asperities over each other. The effect of various pre-peak loadingunloading is observed on the hysteresis shear displacement after each cycle. More shear
displacement is recorded for those types of loading-unloading that are containing more stops
(the cycles took longer time).
The peak shear strength of all specimens that have been undergone the pre-peak loadingunloading increased due to increasing the contact area after 10 cycles of loading. It can then be
concluded that applying pre-peak loading-unloading with a few number of cycles at low
normal stress does not reduce the shear strength of rock joints, instead it increases (25% on an
average) their shear strength as a result of contraction of the joint surfaces. In fact the positive
effect of contraction in increasing the shear strength is more significant than the negative
effect of asperities’ degradation caused by these loading conditions.
It was also found that the residual shear strength of the specimens under monotonic shear
loading and specimens that have undergone various pre-peak loading-unloading conditions are
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almost the same, indicating that pre-peak loading-unloading (with low amplitude and
frequency) does not affect the residual shear strength of rock joints.
The proposed method allows tracking the shear mechanism of tiny windows on the threedimensional of the joint surfaces. It should be emphasized that additional types of pre-peak
loading-unloading tests should be studied using the proposed method by Fathi et al. [2015a]
for a better understanding of the joint shear mechanism under real loading-unloading
conditions.

CHAPITRE 5.

CONCLUSIONS ET

PERSPECTIVES (FRENCH)

5.1 Conclusions
Le massif rocheux diffère de la plupart des matériaux en ingénierie. Il présente souvent des
propriétés hétérogènes, discontinues et anisotropes induites par des plans de stratification, des
failles, des discontinuités, des plissements et d’autres structures géologiques. Les propriétés du
massif rocheux requises pour la conception des projets en géotechnique sont bien documentées
dans la littérature. Les propriétés mécaniques du massif rocheux les plus importantes en
ingénierie sont le module d’élasticité, la résistance à la compression uniaxiale de la roche
intacte et les paramètres de résistance au cisaillement des discontinuités.
L’estimation des paramètres de résistance au cisaillement des joints rocheux en utilisant des
modèles de ruptures s’est basée sur la compréhension du mécanisme de cisaillement. Plusieurs
modèles ont été proposés dans le passé pour estimer les paramètres de résistance au
cisaillement; le plus connu étant le modèle empirique de Barton et Choubey [1977]. Les
principales raison du succès de ce modèle sont:


La prise en compte des paramètres principaux affectant la résistance au cisaillement
des joints;



La facilité de mesure des paramètres d’entrée du modèle même si la validité des
mesures est questionnée.

Le modèle de Barton présente des limites telle que son applicabilité pour des contraintes
normales faibles (

⁄

) et son invalidité lorsque

tend vers 0. De plus, le

modèle de Baron est basé sur le choix d’une mesure pertinente du J C tandis que J C est
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évaluée par l’analyse d’un profile unique, ne tenant pas

compte de la géométrie

tridimensionnelle réelle de la surface du joint.
Plusieurs auteurs ont tenté de lever ce verrou en introduisant des coefficients tridimensionnels
de rugosité [Kimura et Esaki, 1995; Lanaro et al., 1998; Grasselli et Egger, 2003; Park et al.,
2013; Jang et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2014]. Le coefficient de Grasselli et Egger [2003] a été le
plus discuté. Grasselli et Egger [2003] ont proposé un nouveau modèle basé sur

une

caractérisation tridimensionnelle de la surface du joint. Ils montrent que seules les aspérités
faisant face à la direction du cisaillement et plus aigües que l’angle des aspérités seuil (cr)
participent à la résistance au cisaillement. Ils ont proposé une relation empirique entre l’angle
seuil et l’aire potentielle de contact (Ac). Quand bien même ces auteurs proposeraient une
relation entre une caractérisation tridimensionnelle de la surface du joint et la résistance au
cisaillement, on se devrait de reconnaitre les limites suivantes:


Grasselli indique que le critère est seulement valide sur une plage de valeurs des
échantillons testés en laboratoire (σn/ σc=0.01-0.4 et σc/ σt=5-46) et que des études
supplémentaires sont nécessaires pour étudier l’applicabilité du critère dans les
conditions in situ [Grasselli et Egger, 2003].



Pour des joints de très faible rugosité (
1.16) peut être simplifié par

), le critère de Grasselli (Équation
, ce qui n’est pas cohérent avec l’équation

de la résistance au cisaillement des surfaces de joints lisses (


Le rapport (
parametre

).

) est adopté comme une mesure de la rugosité de surface et le
ne peut être égal à zéro. Cependant selon Tatone et Grasselli [2009] C = 0

pour les joints à dent de scie.


Selon Grasselli et Egger [2003], il serait important de considérer une étude dédiée à
l’effet d’échelle selon leur critère de rupture.

Néanmoins, on doit reconnaitre que le modèle de Grasselli peut estimer la résistance au
cisaillement au pic de manière très satisfaisante.
La quantification des caractéristiques tridimensionnelles de la surface, la détection des
aspérités en contact au cours d’un essai de cisaillement et leurs descriptions en fonction de
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leurs tailles, étaient parmi les principaux objectifs de cette thèse. Ces études peuvent expliquer
le comportement en cisaillement des joints pendant le processus de cisaillement.
Pour maitriser le mécanisme de cisaillement des joints, cette thèse propose une nouvelle
méthodologie de caractérisation géométrique des aspérités en contact pendant l’essai de
cisaillement direct sur un joint rocheux. Dans cette méthodologie, la surface du joint est
subdivisée en un grand nombre de petites fenêtres (tiny windows). Chaque tiny windows est
repérée par ses coordonnées x,y, aussi bien par sa hauteur z et son angle d’inclinaison. Avec
les tiny windows, les surfaces du joint sont reconstruites en utilisant une méthode numérique et
les conditions de contact des tiny windows à différents incréments de déplacements tangentiels
sont analysées.
Les tiny windows en contact détectées montrent que les tiny windows les plus inclinées et
faisant face à la direction de cisaillement jouent un rôle majeur dans le mécanisme de
cisaillement. En raison d’une haute résolution utilisée dans la modélisation de la surface, les
tiny windows en contact sont divisées en deux groupes :


Les tiny windows presqu’en contact.



Les tiny windows en contact et endommagées.

Avec cette distinction, deux angles seuil ont été définis: “l’angle seuil en contact” et “l’angle
seuil d’endommagement”. L’angle seuil en contact est défini comme l’angle limite entre celui
des tiny windows non en contact et celui des tiny windows en contact (équivalent à l’angle
apparent seuil de Grasselli). Aussi l’angle seuil d’endommagement est défini comme l’angle
limite entre celui des tiny windows en contact et celui des tiny windows endommagées. Il est
évident que chacune de ces aires ont une contribution spéciale dans le processus de
cisaillement.
La méthodologie proposée a été appliquée à l’étude expérimentale pour étudier l’évolution des
propriétés géométriques des tiny windows sur une surface tridimensionnelle d’un joint
rocheux. Les résultats suivants sont obtenus de ces différentes conditions de chargement.
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5.1.1 Essais sous Chargement Monotonique
Cette partie de l’étude s’est concentrée sur la caractérisation des tiny windows en contact dans
le processus de cisaillement sous différents niveaux de contraintes normales et pour différentes
étapes du processus du cisaillement. Les essais en cisaillement ont été réalisés avec des
contraintes normales de 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 MPa. La surface du joint a été
caractérisée en considérant la hauteur et les angles des tiny windows, aussi bien que la
direction de cisaillement. Il a été conclu que:


Avant le pic de résistance, le principal mécanisme de cisaillement est le glissement des
tiny windows les unes sur les autres



En augmentant la contrainte normale, les tiny windows les plus inclinées commencent à
se déformer et à être cisaillées avant le pic de résistance,



En phase post-pic du cisaillement, la contribution des tiny windows juste en contact
baisse de manière significative. Dans cette phase, le mécanisme de cisaillement passe
du glissement à la rupture des aspérités.



En raison de la dégradation des aspérités, les tiny windows qui restent en contact après
le pic de résistance correspondent aux aspérités d’angles obtus.



Les seules tiny windows qui restent en contact à la phase résiduelle sont celles
endommagées. Le mécanisme de cisaillement dans cette phase est l’écrasement des
tiny windows en contact qui est étroitement affecté par la contrainte normale et le
déplacement tangentiel.



Les tiny windows de hauteurs différentes au processus de cisaillement; cependant à la
phase résiduelle, seules les tiny windows avec une page de hauteurs spécifiques
(environ la hauteur moyenne des tiny windows) restent en contact.

5.1.2. Essais sous Condition de Chargement Cyclique en Phase Pré-pic
Avec une surface tridimensionnelle d’un joint rocheux, l’effet de l’amplitude et de différents
nombres de cycles en phase pré-pic sur le rôle des petites fenêtres en contact ont été étudiés.
Les amplitudes des cycles sen phase pre-pic étaient 30% et 50% de l’amplitude maximale de
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la résistance au cisaillement monotonique. Le nombre de cycles était 5, 10, 20, 100, 500, and
1000. Les résultats des essais de cisaillement sous chargement monotonique ont été utilisés
comme référence pour comparer les résultats des essais cycliques en phase de cisaillement:


L’effet du chargement cyclique en phase pré-pic sur le mécanisme de cisaillement du
joint peut être divisé en deux catégories : consolidation et dégradation.



Pendant le premier cycle de chargement en phase pré-pic, les tiny windows les plus
inclinées (aspérités) faisant face à la direction de cisaillement commencent à s’écraser
les unes sur les autres. En appliquent les autres cycles, la contraction des joints apparait
et, par conséquent, l’aire de contact augmente brusquement. Cette augmentation rapide
de l’aire de contact en relation avec un petit nombre de cycles de chargement peut être
expliquée par la consolidation des surfaces du joint.



Pendant les essais avec un grand nombre de cycles (plus de 100 cycles), la dégradation
apparait sur les aspérités les aigues et en contact. Selon l’amplitude de variation de la
contrainte normale appliquée et du déplacement tangentiel, la dégradation semble
s’opérer à l’échelle des aspérités de second ordre.



En intercalant le nombre de cycles entre un petit et un grand nombre de cycles (entre
20 et 100 cycles dans cette étude), l’aire de contact ne change pas de manière
significative. Ce comportement peut être attribué au chevauchement des aspérités les
unes sur les autres sans une dégradation significative.



En comparant les résultats des essais à chargements monotoniques et cycliques, la
résistance au cisaillement au pic augmente avec un petit nombre de cycles. Ce
phénomène semble être attribué à la contraction.



Sous sollicitation avec un grand nombre de cycles et à travers l’augmentation de l’aire
de contact, la résistance au cisaillement au pic décroit à cause de la dégradation des
aspérités de second ordre.



Les essais avec un petit nombre de cycles ne change pas la résistance au cisaillement
résiduelle. Une légère diminution de la résistance au cisaillement résiduelle peut être
observée après sollicitations avec un grand nombre de cycles.
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5.1.3 Essais de Chargement-déchargement en Phase Pré-pic
Pour prendre en compte l’effet de petits cycles de chargement in situ sur l’instabilité des
structures géotechniques, on a étudié l’effet de quatre types de chargement cycliques pré-pic
sur le comportement en cisaillement des échantillons. Les résultats suivants peuvent être
retenus de cette étude:


A l’application du premier cycle de chargement, la contraction des joints apparait et
l’aire de contact augmente. La résistance au cisaillement de tous les échantillons qui
ont subi 10 chargements cycliques en pré-pic, augmente indépendamment du type de
chargement cyclique en pré-pic. Il peut être donc conclu que l’application des
chargements cycliques en pré-pic avec un petit de nombre de cycles ne réduit pas la
résistance au cisaillement du joint rocheux; plutôt on remarque une augmentation de la
résistance au pic (25% en moyenne).



Pendant les prochains cycles, la rigidité de chargement devenait presque constante, ce
qui signifie que le comportement en cisaillement reste inchangé et que le principal
mécanisme de cisaillement est le glissement des aspérités les unes sur les autres.



Des déplacements en cisaillement plus élevés ont été enregistrés pendant les premiers
cycles des chargements qui incluaient des arrêts (le cycle est plus long).



L’effet positif de la contraction qui augmente la résistance au cisaillement est plus
significatif que l’effet négatif de la dégradation causée par de petits de nombres de
cycles pré-pic à faible contrainte normale.



Il est aussi montré que le chargement cyclique pré-pic (avec une faible amplitude et
fréquence) n’affecte pas la résistance au cisaillement résiduelle du joint rocheux.

La méthodologie proposée permet de retracer le mécanisme de cisaillement grâce à la
subdivision de la surface du joint en un nombre important de petites fenêtres. Il a aussi été
montré que l’utilisation de la méthodologie permet d’expliquer le comportement en
cisaillement sous différents types de chargement. L’un des avantages majeurs de cette
méthodologie est sa capacité à détecter différents rôles des tiny windows en contact en phase
pré-pic. Les recherches antérieures dans la littérature ont considéré l’aire de contact mais n’ont
jamais différencié l’aire juste en contact et l’aire de contact endommagée. Les résultats de la
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méthode proposée indique la différenciation des aires de contact permet une analyse plus
exacte, d’où une meilleure compréhension du mécanisme de cisaillement des joints rocheux.

5.2 Perspectives

Ce travail présenté montre que la méthodologie proposée peut être un outil pertinent pour :


Suivre de manière tridimensionnelle les propriétés géométriques des “tiny windows” en
contact d’une surface d’un joint rocheux.



Séparer le rôle des “tiny windows” en contact en deux classes selon les conditions de
contact; le glissement pour les petites fenêtres en contact et l’usure pour les fenêtres en
contact endommagées

Ces résultats sont remarquables dans la mesure où la géométrie des tiny windows juste en
contact et en contact mais endommagées peut être la base d’expressions mathématiques de la
rugosité effective. La prise en compte de deux paramètres basés sur l’application de la
méthode proposée dans les résultats expérimentaux (paramètre d’aires de glissement et
endommagées) permet de mieux prédire la résistance au cisaillement au pic des joints rocheux.
Pour cela, d’avantage d’essai sur des joints naturels sont recommandés.
En plus de la recommandation précédente, les sujets de recherche suivants sont recommandés
dans les sections suivantes.

5.2.1 Étude de l’Effet d’Échelle
Estimer le comportement en cisaillement in situ des joints rocheux et prédire leurs résistances
au cisaillement avec des échantillons de petite échelle a été une des défis majeurs en
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ingénierie. Avec le bâti de cisaillement à grande échelle développé dans le laboratoire de
Mécanique de l’Université de Sherbrooke, il est dorénavant faisable de réaliser des essais de
cisaillement

sur des échantillons de 30×30 cm a 100×100 cm. Aussi un protocole

expérimental a été développé pour générer différentes tailles de répliques avec des propriétés
morphologiques fidèles à celles des surfaces des joints in situ. En appliquant la méthode
proposée (Chapitre 2) sur les résultats expérimentaux des échantillons de différentes tailles,
l’effet d’échelle peut être étudié avec les approches suivantes


Comparer les distributions totale des “tiny windows”, juste en contact et endommagées
pendant les différentes étapes de cisaillement.



Un suivi tridimensionnel des variations des aspérités similaires localisées sur les
échantillons de différentes dimensions pendant le processus de cisaillement. Comparer
ces résultats explique la variation du rôle des aspérités en fonction de la dimension de
l’échantillon.

Ces pistes d’études fourniront une méthode de quantifier l’effet d’échelle du comportement en
cisaillement et des paramètres de résistance au cisaillement des joints.

5.2.2 Conductivité Hydraulique des Joints
Le comportement hydraulique des joints rocheux dépend principalement de la géométrie de
l’espace de vides entre les deux épontes. Quand bien même la présente thèse se concentrerait
sur la détermination des aires juste en contact et endommagées, la méthode proposée permet
de quantifier l’espace de vides (conductivité hydraulique). Ces résultats seront utiles pour
différents projets en géotechnique, à savoir la stabilité des pentes rocheuse, l’exploitation
pétrolière.

CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSIONS AND

PERSPECTIVES (ENGLISH)

5.1 Conclusions
Rock mass differs from most other engineering materials in that it often has heterogeneous,
discontinuous and anisotropic engineering properties because of containing bedding planes,
faults, joints, folds and other structural features. Rock mass properties data that are necessary
for design analysis of geotechnical structures may be found in numerous references. The most
important rock properties for engineering design are elastic moduli, uniaxial compressive
strengths of intact rock, joint stiffness, and joint strength parameters.
Predicting the shear strength parameters of rock joints using constitutive models is built on
understanding the shear mechanism of rock joints. Several constitutive model have been
proposed in the past to predict the shear strength parameters of rock joints. The notable
constitutive model among them is the Barton empirical model [Barton et Choubey, 1977]. The
main reasons of Barton’s model achievement are:


This model contains the main parameters affecting the shear strength of rock joints.



Easily measured parameters of this model. However, the accuracy of the
measurements is controversial (e.g. estimation of JRC).

Barton’s criterion also has some limitations such as applicability of the model for extremely
low normal stress (

⁄

) and invalidity of the model when

is tended to

zero. In addition, Barton’s criterion is based on the choice of the correct value for the joint
roughness coefficient (JRC) while JRC is based on analysis of only a single profile that cannot
take into account the real three-dimensional geometry of the joint surface.
129
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Several authors tried to address this shortcoming and introduce a sufficient three dimensional
roughness parameter [Kimura et Esaki, 1995; Lanaro et al., 1998; Grasselli et Egger, 2003;
Park et al., 2013; Jang et al., 2014; Xia et al., 2014]. Among them, the proposed method by
Grasselli et Egger [2003] has been more discussed. They proposed a new criterion basis on a
three dimensional characterization of joint surface. Grasselli et Egger [2003] explained that
only the asperities facing shear direction and steeper than a threshold angle (cr) can provide
shear strength. They proposed an empirical relationship between the threshold angle and the
potential contact area (Ac). However, Grasselli defined a relation between joint surface
characterization in three-dimensional and shear strength parameters, his criterion limitations
have to be recognized:


Grasselli pointed out that the criterion only has validity in the range of the samples
tested in the laboratory (σn/ σc=0.01-0.4 and σc/ σt=5-46) and that further studies are
needed to investigate its applicability to in situ conditions [Grasselli et Egger, 2003].



For smooth rock joints (
simplified as
strength (



The ratio (

), Grasselli’s model (Equation 1.16) can be
which is not consistent with the equation of shear

for smooth horizontal joint surfaces.
) adopted as a metric of surface roughness. The parameter C cannot

be zero, but according to Tatone et Grasselli [2009] C = 0 for saw-tooth joints.


According to Grasselli et Egger [2003], no attempt was made to investigate the
influence of scale on the shearing.

Nevertheless, this fact must be acknowledged that Grasselli’s criterion can estimate the joint
peak shear strength with high accuracy.
The quantifying three dimensional surfaces characteristics, detecting in-contact asperities
during shear test and describing them according to their geometric dimensions was one of the
main objectives of this thesis. These investigations can explained the shear behaviour of rock
joints during shear process. Then, results can be the basis of a new constitutive model for
predicting shear strength parameters of rock joints.
To accomplish this requires a new methodology for the geometric characterization of incontact asperities during the direct shearing test of rock joints was proposed. In this
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methodology, the joint surface is divided into a large number of tiny windows. Each tiny
window is expressed as a function of x and y coordinates, as well as the height and angle of a
small area of the joint surface. Based on the tiny windows concept, the joint surfaces are
reconstructed using a numerical method and contact conditions of tiny windows at different
shear displacements are examined.
The detected in-contact tiny windows showed that the steepest tiny windows that are facing
the shear direction play the primary role in the shear mechanism. Due to the high accuracy of
the method, in contact tiny windows were divided into two groups:


Just in-contact tiny windows



In-contact damaged tiny windows

Due to these categories, two new threshold angles were defined: “in-contact threshold angle”
and “damaged threshold angle”. In-contact threshold angle was defined as the borderline of
not in-contact tiny windows with in-contact tiny windows (equal to threshold apparent dip
angle defined by Grasselli). Also, damaged threshold angle was defined as the borderline of
in-contact tiny windows with damaged tiny windows. It is obvious that each one of these areas
has their own special contribution in shearing process.
The proposed method was applied to the experimental results to track geometric properties of
in-contact tiny windows in three dimensional surfaces of rock joints. The following results
were obtained for various loading conditions:

5.1.1 Tests under Monotonic Loading Conditions
This part of the study focused on the characterization of the in-contact tiny windows in the
shearing process under different levels of normal stress and during different stages of shearing.
Shear tests were conducted under normal stress of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 MPa. The
joint surfaces were characterized by considering height and angle of the tiny windows, as well
as the shear direction. It was concluded that:
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Before peak, the main shear mechanism is sliding of the tiny windows that facing shear
direction over each other.



By increasing normal stress, the steepest tiny windows start to be deformed and
sheared just before peak.



In the post-peak stage of shearing, the participation of just in-contact tiny windows in
the shear process declines sharply. In this stage, shear mechanism switches from just
sliding to sliding and shearing.



Due to degradation of asperities, the tiny windows that remain in contact after the peak
have a wide range of angles (from negative to positive).



The only tiny windows that remain in contact in the residual stage of sharing are
damaged windows. The shear mechanism in this stage is crushing of in-contact tiny
windows that are strongly affected by the normal stress and shear displacement.



Tiny windows with different heights participate in the shearing process; however
during the residual stage tiny windows with a specific range of heights (closed to the
mid-range of the tiny windows’ heights) remains in contact.

5.1.2 Tests under Pre-peak Cyclic Loading Conditions
The effect of amplitude and various numbers of pre-peak cycles on the role of in-contact tiny
windows in three dimensional surfaces of rock joints was studied. The amplitudes of the prepeak cycles were 30% and 50% of the maximum monotonic shear strength and the numbers of
cycles were 5, 10, 20, 100, 500, and 1000. The results of a monotonic test were used as a scale
so that the results of the pre-peak cyclic loading tests can be compared with:


The effect of the pre-peak cyclic loading on the joint shear mechanism is categorized
into two classes; consolidation and degradation.



During the first cycle of the pre-peak loading, the steepest tiny windows (asperities)
that are facing the shear direction, starts to run over each other. By applying the next
cycles, joint contraction occurs and consequently, the contact area increases suddenly.
This quick increase in contact area that is due to the few cycles of loading can be
explained by consolidation of the joint surfaces.
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During the large number of cycles (over 100), degradation occurs on the steepest parts
of in-contact asperities. According to the amount of changes in the normal and shear
displacements, it is inferred that the degradation occurred on the second order
asperities.



By changing the number of cycles between small number and large number (20 to 100
cycles in this study), the contact area does not change significantly. This behaviour can
be associated with the riding of asperities over each other without any significant
degradation.



Compared with the monotonic tests results, peak shear strength increases under low
number of cycles. This phenomenon is assumed to be due to the joint contraction.



Under higher number of cycles, though an increase in the contact area continues with
the number of cycles, the peak shear strength decreases due to the degradation on the
second order asperities.



Low number of cycles does not change the residual shear strength of joints. A slight
decrease of the residual shear strength may observe after a large number of cycles.

5.1.3 Tests under Pre-peak Loading-unloading conditions
Due to the importance of considering the effect of field small cyclic loading on the instability
of geotechnical structures, the effect of four different types of pre-peak cyclic loading on the
shear behaviour of joint specimens was studied. The following results can be concluded from
this part of study:


The results showed as the first cycle of loading is applied, joint contraction occurs and
contact area increases. The peak shear strength of all specimens that have been
undergone 10 pre-peak cyclic loading is increased independent of the type of pre-peak
cyclic loading. It can then be concluded that applying pre-peak cyclic loading with a
few number of cycles at low normal stress does not reduce the shear strength of rock
joints, instead it increases (25% on an average in this study) their shear strength.
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During the next cycles, the loading stiffness became almost constant, which means
that the shear behaviour is unchanged and the main shear mechanism is the sliding of
asperities over each other.



Greater shear displacement during the initial cycles is recorded for those types of
cyclic loading that include more stops (the cycles are longer).



The positive effect of contraction in increasing the shear strength is more significant
than the negative effect of asperities’ degradation caused by few numbers of pre-peak
cycles at low normal stress.



It is also indicates that pre-peak cyclic loading (with low amplitude and frequency)
does not affect the residual shear strength of rock joints.

The proposed method allows tracking the shear mechanism of tiny windows on the threedimensional of the joint surfaces. It was also showed that using this method, the shear
behaviour of rock joints during shearing and under various types of loading is explained. One
of the strong advantages of this method is ability to detect different roles of in-contact tiny
windows before peak. Previous researchers considered contact areas but did not differentiate
between just in-contact areas and damaged areas. The results of the proposed method indicate
that differentiating between these areas will provide greater accuracy in understanding the
shear mechanism of the rock joints.

5.2 Perspectives
The work presented here shows that the proposed method created an ideal way for:


Tracking geometric properties of in-contact tiny windows in three dimensional surfaces
of rock joints.



Dividing the role of in-contact tiny windows into two classes according to their contact
conditions; sliding for just in-contact and wearing for in-contact damaged tiny
windows.
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These results are noteworthy in this regard that the geometry of just in-contact and in-contact
damaged tiny windows can be the basis of mathematical expressions of effective roughness.
Incorporating two new parameters based on applying proposed method in experimental results
(parameters for sliding and crushing areas) can provide greater accuracy in predicting the peak
shear strength of rock joints. For this aim more experiments on natural rock joints is
recommended.
In addition to the aforementioned recommendation, the following research subjects are
recommended for future study in this field:

5.2.1 Investigation of Scale Effect
Estimating in-situ shear behaviour of rock joints and predicting their shear strength with smallscale specimens has been one of the main subjects in engineering. According to a high
capacity apparatus that was developed in the Laboratory of Rock Mechanics at Université de
Sherbrooke, testing specimens with various sizes from 30×30 cm to 100×100 cm is possible.
Also, a procedure was developed to generate various sizes of replicas with sufficient
morphological properties from an in-situ rock joint surface. By applying the proposed method
(Chapter 2) on the experimental results of specimens with various sizes, the scale effect can be
studied with two following approaches:


Comparing the frequency of total, just in-contact and damaged tiny windows during
different stages of shearing.



Three-dimensional tracking of changes of same asperities located on specimens with
different dimensions, during the shear process. Comparing these results explain the
changes of asperities’ role by specimen dimension.

These investigations provide quantifying ways to explain the effect of scale on shear
behaviour and shear strength parameters of rock joints.
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5.2.2 Joint Hydraulic Conductivity
The hydraulic behavior of rock joints depends mostly on the geometry of the void spaces
between their surfaces. Although the present thesis focuses on the determination of the contact
and damaged areas, the proposed method also makes it possible to evaluate the size and
location of void spaces (hydraulic conductivity). The results are useful in various geotechnical
projects such as slope stability, dam stability, and extraction of petroleum.

APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE PREPARATION

Figure A1.1. Granite joint surface was used as a reference for replica preparation
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Figure A1.2. Scanning the granite joint surface

Figure A1.3. A wooden mould was fixed on the granite joint surface
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Figure A1.4. Leveling the mould

Figure A1.5. Pouring grout SIKA 212 into the mould
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APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE PREPARATION

Figure A1.6. Casting replicas

Figure A1.7. A replica after opening the mould
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APPENDIX 1: SAMPLE PREPARATION

Figure A1.8. Separating replica from the granite joint surface

Figure A1.9. 100% matched replicas
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APPENDIX 2: REPLICAS SURFACES

APPENDIX 2: REPLICAS SURFACES

Figure A2.1. A wooden frame was employed as the base for the camera and the specimens were always
placed in the same position for photography.

Replica A108
Before test

After test
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Replica A109
Before test

After test

Replica A110
Before test

After test
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Replica A111
Before test

After test

Replica A112
Before test

After test
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Replica A113
Before test

After test

Replica A114
Before test

After test
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Replica A115
Before test

After test

Replica A116
Before test

After test
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Replica A117
Before test

After test

Replica A118
Before test

After test
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Replica A119
Before test

After test

Replica A120
Before test

After test
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Replica A121
Before test

After test

Replica A122
Before test

After test
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Replica A123
Before test

After test

Replica A124
Before test

After test
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Replica A125
Before test

After test

Replica A126
Before test

After test
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Replica A127
Before test

After test

Replica A129
Before test

After test
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